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' Thèléarned and stirring address ; THE “K. H. S. ’19” GRADUATE
made by the Rev. Dr. Robert P.
Doremus to the Kennebunk High Class Motto—Vouloir c’est pouvoir
.
School graduates at the Unitarian
(Note^—Much has been said, written, of this one king whose man 'Church was a fine presentment of We attended the graduation ex
thé three-fold education of the hu
liness and courage has surely Outlasted the destruction of his king man. 'Arid was listened to by . an ercise of the class of 1919, held at!
dom, thejnassacre of Jiis people, and the war of the world. No one is audience of culture, respect and the Mousam Opera House on Thurs
day evening; and we felfe-yes, re
KENNEBUNK, Me., June 15—
better fitted to give a fair estimate of the man and the ruler, than thé attention.
paid for the time. The class motto Indignation is freely expressed at
crowned poet of the world—Mr. Maurice Maeterlinck. And we are : In summing up the Dr.’s sermon, which the young people seem to the rumor that Ralph W. Whipple,
pleased to give this warm from the pen of the master, in the language brjefly-Mind it is worthy of more want translated “Where there is a tex-principal of the High School,
of one who knows the every turn, of the medium ifi which it was space,'we would say: Thé central will there is a way,” we liked; but, who went to war for two years, is
thought is that our ears must be ungracious tho it may^seem, we not to receive back his position;
written.)
open to God’s call arid out hearts have to register sorrow^not with Effort was madejo keep him from
flung wide to thé indwelling of his the elan and spirit of the enter going ..to.- war r.as the parents
Spirit.
—THE LIGHT SUPREME—
tainment—all of it was quite up to thought it would be a great, loss to
Great things are demanded of the mark of efficiency.”/J*
the school, but ne was not excused.
That word—“efficiency/’ is the H. H. Burnham was' engaged for
'all ofus.. And 'wê must med; the
Oft on life’s errant sense-o’ershadowed way
call by a three-fold education. Vock on which we shocked'. Right the year just passed, expecting that
I’m lost, and cry with all my helpless mind:
First, we must gain wisdom—the thru the program of events, given Whipple would be restored when
“Be merciful, 0 God! My Gpd, I’m blind 1
knowledge of thé books. Second, I below, one found the constant hall he returned. The School Compiit0 guide Thou me, else ever more I stray!”
we must gain the spiritual wisdom ; mark of German efficiericjf.” Pupil tee has changed in» the time and
and here di Vine help must come if and teacher, teacher and pupil the superintendent has resigned.
we are to reach our goal. To know gave the audience biographies of
—The Bòston Globe.
Then, athwart the circumambient night,
that we need God, arid can have “poor boys who had become bank
“Indignation” is not the word to
This message comes like note from “silver bells—
Him as the friend, is to be lifted presidents” because of their very express the feeling that moves the
While all the darkness into glory wells
ipto the possibilities of purest and 'great efficiency, success; according good people of Kennebunk because
bravest life. Third, wè must have to the teaching given the K. H. S. of the fact—not “rumor,” above re
With radiance of the everlasting light:
knowledge of humanity. So that, *19, spells just dollars and centsr ported.
'T
with God and man together, toil- Is that correct?
“The- School Committee has
“The paths are many that ascend in gloom.
ing and sacrificing for the better Vouloir e’est pouvoir, yes; but changed..... .and the superinten
From foot of mountain where the shodows lay;
çnd of time, we may be able to set what have you the will to be; dent has resigned/’ Yes. But the
But from the summit ev’ry climber may
up arid preserve a standard to where is your way of going? good faith, the appreciation of the
which all good men may repair.
| “Generation« are as the days of citizens of Kennebunk have neither
Behold the splendor of the self-same Moon.”
We are not attempting to quote toilsome mankind; death and birth changed nor resigned.
It is—this may be said in an
Dr. Doremus. We are only trying are the vesper and the matin bells
And then I’m sure He watches over all; >
to reproduce^ the picture he left that summon mankind to sleep, and aside, here a question of an agree
Nor I, nor thou, but as the sparrows fall.
to
rise
refreshed
for
new.
advance

ment between a School* Committee
with us at the conclusion of his
—Hallen.
ment. But when? 0 Heaven, and a Mr. Whipple. It is the
address.
whither?
”
Surely
rot
in
the
way
larger question of the state, the
The effect on the young people
“Of all the heroes »of this enor revealed to itself and to others, Hé was, we arè sûre, that their educa of “Charlie” Schwab andJohnD.! union. Are we of America to keep
Why do our schools fill the clean the faith With the voice* from
mous war who will survive in the had thè admirable opportunity té tion was not completed; that the
'memory of men, the finest, the one take and to give instant apprecia real education was yet to come in minds of our youth with such “Flanders Fields ?”
that we shall never be able to suf tion of thè most tragic and most their creative participation in« the “blurbs” and glimmers of non And the answer to that question
sense? Not one original word out does not depend on Kennebunk-rficiently love, will certainly be the fateful event when the wisest and’
labors of men ; in doing the things of the mouths of those beautiful it is the voice of the Nation which
young and great king of my little the best lost their assurance.
If he had not been where he was, that must be accomplished if the young souls last night? Just a sàys. “Give back to Ralph W. Whip
country. He was, really, for the
decisive hour, the man of provi things would not have passed in world is to be saved; and that do rechauffer of the blinded, dwarfed, ple the public position he held árd
dence—the one awaited by every the same way, of that there is no ing them in loneliness, and of their 'stupified, almost annihilated soul was compelled to resign to go to
the Wo^Id-War. Give that back to
heart. He knew how to make in doubt; and history would have own will and courage, without a of efficiency experts.
—---------------------- -j <j
an our cmiaren
nave ior
Can
children nor
not have
for him, if he wants it. If he wants
carnate in sudden beauty the pro lost one of its most beautiful and
knowledge
of
God,
would
seem
to
class
an
d
life
motto,
“
Honor
to
the
something better, and it is within
found will of the people. He was most noble pages.
be literally impossible.
I
Continued on another page.
the power of Kennebunk to give,
all at once the whole of Belgium . Continued on anotherpage

By Maurice Maeterlinck
Done into English from the French by J. D. H.
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Have Your Pledges Ready
Solicitors Will Call

MEMORIAL SCHOOL

give him that.”
tender! of. Schools has the busi
And, by all means, give Mr. Whip ness of employment quite in his
pie some position he can fill with hands; once having elected such an
all the credit and efficiency dis officer, one does feel that he should
played by him while Principal of be given a free hand. But the
whole question resolves itself into
the Kennebunk High School.
this: There is no doubt biif Mr.
Since writing the above, it has Whipple will be the 'principal of
come to the Enterprise that we did the High School next year—that
not get all the story. We want to was always the thought of the citi
be quite fair; and we are frank to zens of Kennebunk—and that is
say we would not have been so as the thought at this moment. And
the story left our pen.
we may go just a step further and
We have talked with some'of the say, even those who would rather
prominent citizens of the village; have some other personality in
and are assured that the matter charge of the school, are as one in
clipped from the Boston Globe does saying that Mr. Whipple would
not properly state the situation. have been giver, something better
Which is this:
—if that had been Within the gift
The High School principal is em of Kennebunk.
ployed only from year to year; and
Therefore, good readers of the
Mr. Whipple was called away'by ¿Enterprise, there is not even a
his government in the midst of the chance for a tempest in a teapot.
year. Before Mr. Whipple’s re Kennebunk has again gore over
turn to Kennebunk his contract the top, as she has alwaysdorie in
had expired. That is all.
things pertaining to the WorldAs a matter of fact, the Superin- War—of that we can be all sure.
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your leave.” We saw in the Pennsylvania station one of these same
yoiing scamps, in full uniform, crowd eldely men away from the news
stand while he transacted his business with the man behind the
counter; we saw hundreds of them-—the same little scamps, in full
uniform, on the subway and elevated, holding seats for which they
had paid five cents—we admit of course they were entitled to them,
and ladies and gentlemen, old, aged and middle, standing all about
them. Now of course the Boy Scouts are going to say, or their friends
for them, that this conduct is not according to the code of discipline
$1.00 taught by the organization. We grant that. Their ideals are like
.25 Mr .Thayer’s above quoted—mere bull. In practice, assembling these
boys together in public places, exhibiting them as heroes when they
should be cutters of wood and drawers of water for their Mothers,
tends exactly to produce a kind of monstrosity—neither boy nor man—
a sort of a young Frankenstein who will later on destroy those who
created him.
—THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS—

Enterprise Phone 19

NOTICE

MaineExchanges

Dr. A, J. Stimpson announces
that he has purchased the £>r. Lord
house on Main street.
Office hours from 2 to 4 and 7 to
8; other hours by appointment.

EQUAL SUFFRAGE

At last the women of the United
States can feel in entire accord
with the Government that has so
long exacted their service and al
legiance whilei denying them their
birthright of true citizenship.
There is little doubt but that the
states will ratify the Amendment
as promptly as possible, a “baker’s
dozen” perhaps being inclined to
pigheadedness in the matter.
Women have supported them
selves and their families, kept the
manufactories going run elevators,
war autos, trolley cars, boats,
- banks, locomotives,- farms and in
numerable .business . enterprises.
They have paid municipal and
state taxes and given enormous
sums of money to the Government
¡from their private purses.
They have kept the schqols and
i churches alive; made Red Gross
sttecess possible, and in every, act
and thought pfbved themselves
honorable and competent citizens.
That they should have had to wait
sb long for just recognition is a
national disgrace. That they have
been recognized at last is cause for
infinite satisfaction.
Now those women w^° have SQ,
long hung their heads in shame of
what they apparently believed was
their own inferiority., can’ stand
erect and face the world proudly.
As for the men who were born of
women, educated, by women, train
ed by women and secretly influ
enced by them, they have now the
opportunity to openly, avow their
indebtedness to the sex and enlist
woman’s assisstance in those world
improvements whichby themselves
they were never able to accomplish.
—Old Orchard News, Wednesday
June 11.
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Our readers need have quite no fear as to the final outcome of
the vexed question of the League of Nations. No personal dislike held
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; by those who the President has had to snub to keep them in line, will
ever defeat what the United States will have. The personal—vile and
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
scurulous, abuse of Senator Sherman made the senate laugh as one
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport. man—democrats and republicans; and the edge of anything Lodge has
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
' j
been able to do in'the absence of the stateman is all taken off by the
W. F. COusens, Ogunquit,
knowledge the world has—shall we say, outside of Maine, that it is
From 1 to 100 tons. No com
OSTEOPATH
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
simply a case of spite. The whole world has suffered thru the op
pany can quote lower prices on any
113 Main St.,
pression of men, of injustice, of tyranny—and where that suffering is,
kind of cargo from Furniture to
has been, there is our brother ; else we are not true advocates of
Biddeford, Me.
Sand.
Don’t squawk.
Democracy; and rio Munroe Doctrine can exclude us from aiding the
Call me up, it' will gave you
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con. money.
world—because we have spilled our best blood to show the world we
Graduate under the
are the spongers of Democracy. It does not matter what Jefferson
Get back on the old job.
founder of the Science
and Washington« said about entangling alliances—Moses did not write
Dr. A. T. Still,
Tel. 31-2 Kennebunkport, Maine
the last word of the scriptures, nor did any other scribe who has lived
And keep on hunting the woodchuck.
down the ages.
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“Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
/And
not
on
paper
leaves,
or
leaves
of
stone.
We have never been able to understand7 a wage system which
Each age, each kindred, adds a verse to it,
divides its earnings with the employer.
Texts of despair or hope, of joy or moan.
While rolls the sea, while mists the mountains shroud,
At Hoderate Prices in Al (Grades
' While thunder’s surges burst on cliffs of cloud,
“Katz feathers.” There “ain’t” such a thing! In any event
Still
at
the
profits
feet
the
nations
sit.
Crex,
Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
granting it can’t be sold “as is,” you will find it “signed” right next
And we are sure today, we have at least ope statesman who is a
Japanese Rugs, All Sizes? Just Received.
to the W. C. A. Cafeteria on 34th Street, New York City; and Maine
prophet; and he is writing Our part of the scriptures of the world this
is largely interested in it—or them. ' “Katz Feathers” spells Maine’s moment. No, my dear readers, the Christian Bible is “but a single
Boom. A kind of a Tickle Bird. You “tickle me and I’ll tickle you.” volume in a vast library of sacred writings.’ Here is something of
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in the Declaration of Independence which gave liberty not only to the 1
—INTERESTING THINGS—
people of this country, but hope to all the world for all future time.
Let us haVe faith that right make might, arid in that faith let us to
We would like to send
We would like to see a discussion in non<-technrcal terms of the the end dare to do our duty as we understand it. Ard that government
xlife history of America’s most interesting -insects—cooties, parasites, of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the
One of our smart-style, high grade
earth.”—Abarham Lincoln. Is there a soul in the United States this
I. W. W.s and solid-incomers. Or say a pleasant and refreshing paper
day who doubts the orthodoxy of that? Then again: “The American
Matin,
Paris
—
Here
is
Pregi,
on such subjects as the “Extension of Skunks,” and “Observations and people believe that peace should rest upon the rights^ of peoples, not
dent Wilson’s attitude-toward the
Comments oh the Habits of-Some Small Animals”—reptiles, lizards, the rights of governments. Mankind is looking now for freedom of revised peace treaty with Germany
Of gingham and percales, light, medium and dark
color effects. State size and color preferred.
moths, and birds of prey. The thought is the outgrowth of much ob life. We are speaking of no selfish material rights, but of rights which as outlined to Universal Service by
servation of the amusing incidents of daily life. That, which makes pur hearts support. Our object is to vindicate the principles of peace one of his closest friends and con
fidantes;
the thing so amusing is its absolute apparency; and the cooties, and justice in the life of the world, as against selfish and autocratic
“The peace treaty is just Natur
PORTLAND
power.
The
world
must
be
made
safe
for
Democracy,
”
—
Woodrow
ally^ it is severe. However, we
parasites, I. W. W.s, solid-incomers, skunks amj other small animals
Wilson,
Does that not bring the scriptures down to date? Do you must always remember that Ger
and birds of prey, as usual, do not see one inch before the teeth of the
saw. Listening to a sermon or/e week since the thought came tcTus think, dear reader of ours, that the great people of the United States many provoked the war and 'com
are not going to insist that the League of Nations be also written into mitted indescribable atrocities and
that this world was undergoing the very experience that the French ¡these same scriptures? Don’t you believe it is not. No “vice of ex outrages.
people passed through for a hundred years before the old “petroleum
“The bill for these now is pre
women” crawled out of the sewers and cellars of Paris, and set fire pediency” will be able to bar it out, Honest men differ only in the sented to her. - She must pay. We
means
which
they
believe
should
be
used
to
put
arj
end
to
war
—
#nd
will not bargain* Rather - than
to the palaces of those who had played the cootie on the epidermis of
any good thing will be tried now—bargain we shall accept non-sigthe whole French populationsince time out of mind. We should haye
A most effective remedy for the relief of as* hma
“For humanity sweeps onward; where today the martyr stands, nature.”
and hay fever. The healing fumes from birpwritten down the thought in last week’s editorial. But we were afraid
\
ing
herbs relieves the choking sensation by
On the morrow standeth Judas with the silver ip his hands;
of Maine—afraid of our bread and butter-^because we knew, although
Boston American—William Ran
m clearing the air passages and soothing the iryiFar in fro^t the cross stands ready and the cracklirjg faggots
II tated membranes. In use for more than 40
it was the truth, Maine would not stand for if. And now we blush to
dolph Heart, New York American,
burn,
/ years. Two sizes-^25c and $1.00,
New York City;—
find our owu thought looking up at us from the editorial piages of the
Send for free pgmple.
While the hooting mob of yesterday in silent awe return
Dear Sir—The United Jri^h So
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from
New York City nCwpapers of June 14,1919. We hope our readers—
To
glean
up
the
scattered
ashes
into
History
’
s
golden
urn.
”
cieties of San Francisco, in conven
Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
our insects and others, can now bear the quotation:
Since yesterday, the wprJd is too small for any Mur^oe. ' We hop tion assembled, representing more
“We have in the United States already one man whose annual
aross the ocean now inside of twenty hours. Washington and Jeffer than 50,000 citizens of San Fran
iricome is equal Io five per cent, on three billions at least. The bilcisco, 111081sincerely and grateful
son did not even glimpse such a-day. Judging from that which they ly
commend yOur efforts for thè i
^ioniare is a part of past history.
did when the horizon wag so far away, w@ can surely believg they would maintainence of true American pa
Shall ¿we see the TRILLIONIARE—the man or corporation worth
triotism in the United, States and
one thousand times one thousand millions ? It is not unlikely. This have taken their place beside Lincoln and Wilspn in the larger, and ypur
poyyerflH advocacy ofx the
smaller, world of this day.
country has seen only the beginning of industrial combinations, of
righty, liberties and hgppipess of
gigantic fortunes and profits built on the INDUSTRIAL FEUDALISM
the United’¡States and peéple |her.e.T
that does economically and without bloodshed the work done by mili
We especially thank you for your
tary feudalism in the middle ages, acquiring and controlling.
For your Spring an«i Symmpr glqthipg. That New Spit— |JiatNeW
kind and persistent advocacy ot
Top Coat— that New Hat—a)l arp here awaiting yoyr selection a|
- In any case, big fortunes or big capitalizations need frighten no
the cause of the freedom qf human
EUROPEAN PLAN
RESTAURANT A LA CART
prfces that will please you as well as the style and fitting. We
body. If the average citizen has intelligence and courage to see that
ity throughout the world, and we
have a well deserved reputation for values in every department,
his rights are protected, that the worker* gets the pay ai?4 leisure to
most earnestly petition you to con
We can show you finely tailored fabrics in stylishly cut models in
tinue in tjiat great and good, work
which he is entitled, the bigger the individual, or corporation fortune
Men’s Suits from
$18.50 co $40.00
HOTEL THACHER CO,, Props. *
through the medium of your most
the better. For bigness, under control, means efficiency. It means
powerful publications.
Spring
Top
Coats
for
men
and
young
men
from
*
$18.00
to $27.50
,
BIDDEFORD,
MAINE
that there is MORE ON HAND FOR ALL and within reach.” Do you
“We are especially grateful for
remeber, .dear readers of ours, a sermon preached by Dr. Prescott, two
advocacy of the independence of
Soft and Stiff Hats in a great variety of shades from
Special Sunday Dinner, $1.00
Sunday ago.in the Unitarian Church at Kennebunk? Do you remem
$2.50 to $5.00
Ireland and yoiir opposition- to the
Rooms with Or without Private Bath league of nations.
ber he said: “There is a smile on the face of the laboring man. He
Somewhere
in
this
range
of
prices
you
are
sure
to
find
just the WALTER McGovern,
is now satisfied with things as they are. When he gets ready he will
Twenty-five Minutes from Kennebunk
hat to please you.
President.
reach out his hand and push you out of your place.’/ Is it not to be
ED. M. O’REILLY,/;
As stalked before our Boy$' Spring S^its apd Clotning are complete
noted carefully that hunderds of miles from Maine "another preacher—
Secretary.
in every particular. J
the best paid newspaper man in the world, Arthur Brisbane, is saying
x To .which the Enterprise would
s^y: Of course. No' Irishman
Shop as much as you pleasej you’ll he the readier to buy when yop >
the same thing? Is it true that the average citizen has intelligence
get to oqr storey We have-tfie right goods at the right prices.
apd courage enough to see that there is means, fortune, bigness, right We have Correct Styles in Spring Millinery, and the prices will ever be content with anything
that smacks of peace. A fight is
within his reach; and that he can, reach out his hand and take them asked for the same is as low as can be found anywhere in too dear to the heart of him.
whenever he pleases? If you are unable to see it now, you never will
London Times—Addressing a
until your head falls in the basket alongside of Marie Antoinette and the city. We solicit out-of-town trade.
“Victory Luncheon” at the Guild
Louis XVI. Can youJaeat that?
hall here, Andrew Bopar Law,
member of the British peace dele
Biddeford, Maine
140 Main Street.
gation, said;
DISCIPLINÉ AND THE BOY SCOUTS—
202 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine “The chief of our imperial staff
at Pari» recently counted to me
“So let us chant,”-sings W. R. Thayer in ‘Democracy: Discipline:
twenty-three wars progressing in
, Peace,’ “the hymn Of discipline—the training which gives swiftness
!|II!IU|ll|inillllll
various parts of the world.’’
and strength to the runner, sureness of aim to the marksman; the
Life—Mr. W. I. Betts, who was
with the Y. M. 6. A. in France at
self-restraint which brings self-mastery; the knowledge and obedience
the front till invalided home,
which enable man to make the forces Of nature work for him; the
makes the suggestion that among
jdevotion to spiritual laws which lifts his soul to its full stature and
the many monuments which will
makes him a citizen of the Eternal.. Democracy implies Discipline.
undoubtedly be reared to commem
What Dante said of the Blessed in Heaven is equally true of us on
orate the war there should be one
group to perpetuate the memory of
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
earth: ’E la sua volontate é nostra pace’—(And the Divine, Will is
four who served not knowing what
our peace.)” Of course this is all true as an ideal; but we are doing
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
they did nor why, Unbiased by any
exactly what Dante said the fakers were doing in Purgatory—talking
prejudice, unspurred by any desire
backwards because their faces were turned the wrong way. We canJewelry of distinction , and quality, Diamond
for glory ; who served to the utter
notrefrain, for¿t is a mighty ticklish subject, from drawing attention
Rings, La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches of American most because - it was commanded
by Man, whom they loved, and to
to what is being done with our boys—the Boy Scouts. We came.by
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
whom they have ever-rendered un
the Treasury Building on Wall Street today; there was an ex-Judge,
thanked and ..unrewarded fealty.
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
an ex-Presidént of the United States, looming large beside , the statue
This monument should be the only
of George Washington, telling, the crowd of assembled gamblers and
one of its kind in the United States,
Agents for
and should stand in our nation’s
money-grubbers what á w^rld prodigy our young Boy Scouts were.
Community Silver and
Cut
Glass
capital, and should be executed by
Behind his back our young boys were jostling and crowding each
1847 Rogers Silverware
Parisian Ivory our most skilful artist—a group
other; on the street in front of the speaker they were crowding and
in recognition of the services of
jostling the crowd; demanding from everyone that they subscribe,
the dog, , the horse, the carrierIf
you
are
not
one
of
our
customers
(we
have
a
goodly
number
from
give, be plundered in the interest Of. the Boy Scout Movement. We
pigeon and the mule.
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the good 'service
saw one of these yqupg Scouts crowd himself between two ladies who
‘Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”
that our position enables us to offer you.
stood talking on the corner of Wall and Broad Streets, stop their
conversation and intrude his own affairs on them without saying “by
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KENNEBUNK’S POSTMASTER
WEDS

WEST KENNEBUNK 1

Surely, Belgium would have been spiritually indispensable?” Can At the hoflie of the bride’s
—Mrs. Agnes Webb -, of
loyal to her word,-and the govérn- not spme . inspired „teacher, lesson mother
(
Grove
Street Kennebunk, Mr. John
ment which would have frestitated
that with heaven-made im Hill Cooper, our popular and re
would haye.beeruswept, irresistibly them
Who,spilled the beans?
plements heaven is conquered, for ‘
Mr, Parker Lowell is expected to
and impitiably, out of pffiçe by the us ^arld-that there is no wealth but -spected postmaster, and Miss Ag visit
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, P. Eaton returned^
nes
Louis
Webb,
one
of
our
charm

indignation of a people who, as far life? That wealth at this hour. ’
home Saturday from Boston, where
ing" young ladies, were married on Frank Lowell in July.
backas histpry ;may go in. jts mem
we are cafi only be enjoyed June 18, at 2.30 p. m. The officiat The Ladies Aid are giving a sup they went to meet their son »Walter,'
ories.,:, has never betrayed a trust. where
by the ignorant? As VTom” Car- '
Thru the days following my Í assembled at Killingholme. Thereclergyman, Rev. Will S. .Cole per. Saturday evening at 5 P. M. at who returried from France.
Bute there would /have .been I lyle—or was it John -Ruskin ?. said ing
jman. . . •
Firemans Hall. Admission 25c.
night iit the North Sea, I was quite fore,
f41 v/e were always sure of . what .know not what confusion, what
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Strayhorn
willing: to lay by and think it over jjw®1 were going up in; and the first jinevitable wreckage in a crowd long agoj; "The crudest man living
The bride wore a traveling suit The Ladies will have to go some to entertained oyer the week end Miss
could
not
sit
at
his
feast,
unless
he
beat
the
last
one
they
gave
at
the
—after. the machine had been overwhelmed,
,
so little between one and zéro. flight
1
—
no
gloves,
or
fussy
clothes.
The
There would have
,weeding,was.just the function of Church which was very much en- Elizabeth Styayhorij,, Mrs. N. M.
and tested, was but; a ]been„Useless conférences, false sat blindfolded.”
Makes ohe; look about the world assembled
¡
Fox of Arlington, Mass also Mrs. .
Are our youth not to be taught .the
•(
j a noguyers, ' gropings, ..legitiwith new eyes—eyes that see fur- <continuation of our past experi- m
simple life—only the bouquet j oyed by all, who attended.
It is the things and the thoughts E. Farnham «¿Somerville, Mass. >
( sweet peas in the .hand of the
.
.// , mate .but. irreparable; .and, above that, quoting Thotnas Carlyle this of
ther, that sée clearer?—that' are <ences.
But oiir ill. fortune, jinx,. still jall, the necessary, precise^ inalter time, “To make some human hearts ,new bride. Miss Eulalie B. Webb, that , we . use/that give the best sermoré apt té count the çhances and
An attempt will be made to. re
<
report them homeward to the pursued
;
us. We had only been rid- able
.
of the bride, was, ¡the single yice. Mpths. do not bother a gar vive ho^se racing at the West Ken- •
word» would not have been a little .wiser,, manfuller, happier. sister
-ing the new plane six weeks when .said,, the gestures/.whichfit is im It. is. the work of a God ?” And jmaid of honor. Her gown a dainty ment Yfjiile it is worn.
brain.
;
, —
nebunk track Saturday afternoon.
There will be a Children’s Con Three good classes have been ar- ■■
And so, after putting in. our re- she
1
too was taken. from, us—/.this ]possible to imagine morq.firm and why . do ,we not teach our pupils in jfawn color—ra copy of the bride’s
cert at the Alewive church next ranged and horses from Biddeford,
j
port of thé “crash—as we did as¿ time, went up—in. smoke, as.she ■more fine, would not uhaye ..begn the Kennebunk High School to* bouquet
in her hand.
soon as we landed, we were given :rested in the hangar at night. > How made ate the necessary instante make this prayer their own“Oh,
Saco, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport
The wedding ceremony was with Sunday eyenjng at.8. o’clock,
i
<
our four days off thé while the new we never knew. But this gave us Grace
double-ring- ; The best man,. ; Sgt. Fred Craig spent the week and Sanford are entered and a lot
to him,- .the splendid and self- God, teach me two men and. ho the
third
to
honor.
First,
the
toilworn
]
no
time
off
—
we
.were
not
in
action,
;
end
r
with
■
his
mother,
Mrs,
E.
C.
plané Was being fitted out for us.
of sport is promised. The races
Mr, George Copper, brother of the
sustainipg, act without retouching,
j
I never did hear of our: old ship so, got another; piaehine at once. without wavering, without hesi craftsman, that. with earth-made groom,/.wore
will start at 1.30 o’clock. ’
his “over there” kahki Chandler.
implirnerts
laboriously
conquers
•
And
this
one
■
we
stuck
to
until
the
again—-she muste be long ago on
and looked ¡the part of, thè return
tancy,^ the herpie lipe is straight,
the
earth
and
makes
her
man
’
s,
j
Hun
threw,
up
his
hands,
and:
the
land beneath the sea..
ing brave.
clean« and magnjficant, like that of
me, dear Lord, to honor a
During the four, days, then, our war was over. /
Only jthe : immediate, family of
Thermppylej prolonged indefinitely. Teach
Second,
and
still
more
highly
;
j
time was free; and we used it to
the bride and groom, were present
Among the diversions of Weaflle But. what.;he fins suffered, that
visit our nearest town—Hull. This nights in camp, was that of watch- which ;he suffers every ,.flay/those him. who is seen; foiling for the „Aldrs, Agnes Webb and . Miss .Eu
is a seaport on the Humber, above -ing for the “Zeps” and German only comprehend.who have had the spiritually indispensable; not daily ]lalie -B. . Webb, /mother and sister
'<of the bride, and her aunt, 'Mrs.
our camp. The town proper, is bombers as they made their night happiness .to , approach this hero, bread but the Bread of Life.”
aboqt as large as* Saco ; but below ly thriist into. England. Th®1 flight the most sensible and - the most N We surely mourn to have seen Ida
1
M./Webber; and then ; there
us, on the coast, about the same was always so high above the camp kindly, of; mbp? deliriously and dis the millionaire extolled, and glori- /were ».Mrs.! Lucy Cooper and MisS
distance from camp, was Grimsby —On account of our guns for use concertingly itimid, and,.,wha<loves fied„.in the . mouths of coming •Cafherine
<
Cooper, mother and. sis
—the largest fishing-station in the against them, that one did not get m people.less like, a father loves wopjanhood, while/.the rich $ouls terof,th®
I
groom, and, as we said'
World. Up at Hull we put in th« a real view of them, at all. But the ■his
i
Mr. George Cooper.
.
children thar<:.ljke, a son loves that wrong no pthers---the treas- above,».
hours seeing the pictures, thè town, clatter of the propellers, and the the - mother he- adores. Of alj that ures that follow of themselves, .Apd, last,but indeed not least, .. Mrs. Vesta E. Hammond who has
Hotels all .booked full and near
and—-the—that is—some of the hum of th® motors made a wierd dear kingdom,; his pride, and his after wisdom, not even named.
•were, the/, bride and. groom—with been with her''daughter Mrs. S. R. ly all available cotages are taken,
residents. ~
these there, would have been Stevens. for th® past shven months and stilt calls are coming daily for
commotion in the darkness of the joy, his house of happiness, his
Of the entertainment, as such, out
'
At Hull there was a large Y. M. upper sky. Then, .of nights when fireside of confidence and love, it was beautiful indeed. We know quite nothing dqing ; and Mr. and returned to her home in. Wells, Sun houses and boardwhich promise to
C. A. Hut; this, wag the one place there, was lack of the sound of the. there ¿remains, no more than a few of tnothing more sweetly* thrilling Mrs.j John Hill Cooper sat at the day.
make ■ Ogunquit-by-the-sea one of
to find the flyers when they were Hun in the heavens, the whole sky villages intact menaced each hour than the melody of a young voice head of ¡the table the whites, cfeam,
Miss Ruth Whitlock will go to the/busiest spots, on the coast thih
off duty. . Androne was constantly would light up from time to time byt‘the invasion Of the most un speaking the earnest words of its cakes and fancy cookies,were serv Lynn Fridhy of this week, for a season.
running...against someone he had with the crossing, gleaming, glow clean? foe -that the earth- has over pwn
Commencement. Besides, ed as the light luncheon. of the. visit with relatives and friends.
Mr. E. S. Weare and family were ,
met on ¡the land or in the sea or ing blades of the great search borné. .- All rthe others, so beautiful these graduates were, all " little hopr.Mrs. Hubert Tanner and family Boston vistftrs . one day .the „past
air. The only evil part of the time lights with which our .side search or so.fine,. so .smiling,, so tranquil, m^ids—«that of itself would give ’ The; .Nelyweds at once departed of >Providence have arriveffat Wai-1 week.
off was the feeling of waiting just ed the air to be sure the enemy, did so* happy to live and be inoffensive, «eclat to any entertainment; and for—. Ah I there’s, the rub ! Mr. nut Grove for the season.
Mrs. Adai Davis is working for
so many days before one can get not sweep over England unawares. jewels on the crown of peace, the music of the«Orchestra was the anLJMrs^ Cooper will be. away for i Several of the hotels open June Mrs. Ayer at the “Barnacle.”
back into the harness again. I This was a part of the spectacular models of' family life upright and best compliment- to the white and .the balance, pf the , month, and, on 20th.
Mr. and Mrs.. Moulton have ar
used to try tó imagine, sometimes, setting' of the war.
orderly, sojourns of loyal and con gold—»the Class Colors, jnise-en- their, return, . will make their,.new
Leslie Clark is clerking for C. rived home after spending a few
how it would be when I was back •In all my time, at Killingho.lme, scientious Activity, of cordial and scene of the stage and the audito home'on* Storer Street Mn this vil L. - Maxwell.
weeks with their daughter in South
■ at Kennebunk Once more. Would I heard these noises of the air- ever-laughing good-fellow-ship, of rium beautiful.
lage.
Several local people attended the
The. home of Mrs. Agnes Webb Graduation at York Thursday even? Berwick.
all this turn out tò bé an evil dream bouyed Huns but twice—tho I, have gopd-welcome,/.without .» words, of t There, having^got that out of
Mr. and.Mrs. Henry Donald and
—and 'the Hun and the Humber often waited for them to show up; hands always,held out; all those opr system<1et us ttell of some of was decorated a la daisy wedding, ing
family were Ogunquit visitors Sun
tho.m^ny
another
flower
peeped
.be-just the fantasy of a dream.
The Graduating exercises of day.
and Ï am sure I will not .soon for arepdead, there remains not one all the beauties' Of the exercises,
But, so quickly does the mind get the grusomeness of,thé racket stone upon another, and even thpr the cplor decorations, and^the love t^een. A very» lovely wedding was Wells High School, Class of 1919
Carrol Clark is. expected home
the voice, of'.the company present. will be., held at Wells Town Hall. this .week.
adapt itsëlf to anything on, in, or up there ir. the clouds. For we, fields, with their tender, green, one liness of the participants.
above* this earth,, here we are at did not see-them.
And-the
presents
were
many,
ap

of‘the most beautiful countrysides
Mr. and Mrs.JamesBrewstereaThursday evening of this .week.
The white and gold of the 1^. H. propriate and elegant.
Këùnebunk. just as I used to do
Our flights were never over the bf the world, is now only a camp S.—1919 was everywhere in the But Mr. and Mrs. Cooper did not .Grover Perkins was a Ports tertainedJfriends two (lays the past
at Hull on the Humber—at Killing
,
of
horrpr.
week..
filled to overflowing get.,out of town just like that!* mouth visitor Monday
holme, waiting for my time to come, land, this because we always car .What treasures have perished auditorium
¡Mr- Irving Hutchins has rented
Mf. and Mrs. Grover Perkins
to do something. And I am stiM ried bombs; so not even tojhake a- which were counted among the. no. with the fathers,; mothers, sisters They , did, at first, evade the com- ¡'have rented their home for the his hpme, on the Portsmouth ¿Road.
and brothers.of Kennebunk; and forts. of the- “old-shpe-decoratedshort cut home to camp could we
puzzled.
blpst, the most touching, of humanMrs-. Edward Kennedy has been
I summer, and will live with Mr.
At the end of respite,1 back to, fly across country; and, out at sea,= ity ;<what witnesses have disappear the flowers freaked with white and mar,ried”. auto ; but -Fate, .the old Perkins’ parents the remainder of visiting, relatives in t Portsmouth
camp again—reported for duty; it needed but a short flight to carry edfithatj nothing can replace; the gold smiled back from the stage at lady, who , presides, over all wed the season.
for the past two, .weeks. •
the air full of the'whirr of the pro: us beyond a sight of ,tlie earth. All; haflf. of a nation above all attached. the expectant and interested-faces dings, caught the happy pair on the
pellers and the smell of the ' gas.’ our flying then was done, as to di-i.‘ to i,ts old and simple habits, to its • of the friendst below; /the whiles rqn. ..So they, wer®escorted to the
And, by this time, I was feelingj. rection, by the compass—just as homely hearths, wandering now the sam® wreathed tones wavgd much-bedizined car, and, with the
quite as much at hom,e above thej the two English aviators made Ire along the highways of Europe; garland like above the many-head crowd, beneath showers of confetti,
ed crowd.
clouds as on the too, too.solid earth. land a few days since.
ushered »into, the Hotel, Columbia.
what thousands of innocents have
One could imagine no. fairer,
Always, ir. case of a storm, the been
The first flight in a /new machine
massacred, and .nearly all of finer picture—the sparkling eyes vWe- have.it, over thq wire, that
Mr., and Mrs. Cooper found that
—that te- a, new motor, nothing dif land observation bureau gave-us' (thase who survive are doomed to
férent than the last flight in. thè our orders via wireless. ‘ S<5 wèl misery and hunger, But that which of the.debutantes as they ’¡faced $ame; < legend. of .¡the auto over the
about
at
the
command
of
their
old; and ohe soon forgets the mis 'felt' ifi touch with mortals even' survives has only refuge in the
entrance door,, of » thqir , chamber
leader—Miss Ruth Cousens who, this.morning—‘‘MARRIED,”
haps of any flight,- As a matte/ when we were highest above the «soul of its king.
by
the
way,
was
quite
up
to
her
of fact, the new.machine is always, sea and furtherest away from the <Not a murmur, not. a reproach.
Sch'ools throughput -town have and after-the entertainment a so
a copy of the old parts standardiz- land. That means quite something Yesterday, a city of thirty thous art of leadership, < .the youthful AT HOME .AFTER SEPTEMBER closed. Last Friday the Burnham cial hour with,garoes were enjoyed
• ed; built in. America—either in even in such a lonely spot as riding and inhabitants received the. order glow of inspiration apd hope on
school dldsed and-the teacher Miss by all. * This .seemed like old .times
every face among the/sixteen, the
Phila or Buffate, and shipped to be thè edge of a*cloud.
to quit its white houses, its church timed and cadenced movement of . Cards, are.- out. announcing, that Mae Stone Mitchell with her when we used to/SQ.much enjoy the;
entertainment there. They! have
es,!, its ancient places where life“ the.march;up to the platform; dll< Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Litjtlefield—who scholars nearly forty in number been
asked to. repeat this ,but are
flowed on industriously and débon’ was.in keepipg with the.best tradi its Mr.> E..I.t Littlefield of .West enjoyed a picnic.in a nearby grove,
Kennebunk and Miss Edwina I, :and tho/mailman says that-they undecided. The proceeds are, to
naire.
The
thirty
thousand
in

tions
of
the
Commencement
Day.
The reliance that womenkind has sugar-filled wafers which they sup*
habitants, women, children, aged,’ And the graduate were a real ga- Littlefield • of Wells became man had a great feed. He should be al give the Soldiers in that vicinity a
learned to put in crackers is being ported.
buried themselves in the-night to' laxy of eager young womanhood. and Wife on June 18th, will be at lowed to know as when he was re Pagent. They wish to thank the
There was no question about the
well illustrated at the teas being
mplete success of Nettie’s diseovseek and asylum uncertain in, a1 So. dear reader, this .world, af- home to their friends in their, new tracing the.route one of the little, ¡Selectmen for the use of the hall.
given for returning soldiers a
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Seavey,
ry, as thé fragrance of the fresli
sailors.
neighboring city nearly as danger ter all, “remains jagged and broken (residence at Wells after the 1st day girls came out with, a nice large
box of all kinds of nice cake, cook and children* were week jend guests
ups of tea which she served added
Every woman in the metropoli
ous as’ their own and which tomor only to him ,or; her .who. remains of September, 1919.
try a generous sup o tiie inviting repast.
has in her pantry
row perhaps, must flee in its turn,» jagged* and broken.” Then, joy- : The home to which the ¡friends ies, sandwiches and fudge. To say of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benson.
vorite at the tea hour^—
tional
ply of the National
.itd^loesnPo^h
know where, for the' oils, we launch our young ladies on are invited,.is pne of the best ap that the carrier appreciated it ex They spent. a. delightful visit with
them
almost,
as.much
useful
fMI
pany’s always
country is /so small one arrives all life’s trackless seas, “carolling pointed in this part of Maine; and presses jt mildly., And as this them.
it breakfast and luncheon—is the
sally
R, Laurence Ross, a former Ken
at once, at the .end of the earth and.' .free,, singing... our song of”-4-Intel- jMr. and Mrs. Littlefield are amopg school is the. home school and tho' nebunkport,
wouiai N. B. C. Graltiam Cracker. It.seems
boy will finish his term
i|he foremost;.entertainers ofour children are ail dear, and Miss
thousekeepindispensable
there is no more/shelter To. be had.• ligence.
county. _ Does that .sound good to Mitchell used to be a nearby little at the/Westbrook .High and Saturo thoroughly
It
Js
all
thé
samejittle
importaiH,
ousands of
about
The graceful and sympathetic you?
girl who used to play with his dear I day will again take fares; for the
all. approve, and bless, their^ kipg.
..in Graham, flour.-that
little girl and who later in life were Atlantic Shore Railway. Laurence
He did the thing that was necessa’remarks of Mrs. Ada Stetson
food value is a mat?
dear friends makes this school Dow will also, act as a conductor.
ry; and, if all suffer as no people> Lowell, on. the. presentation of the
knowledge.
with teacher arid scholars very They will board .with Mr. Ross’s
to. determine
have suffered since the ferocious5 diplomas,, was timely, to the point,
'pear to both Mr. and Mrs. Had grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
the busiinvasion of the first centuries, and evidenced much ■ painstaking
interest in the whole school work,
lock as ar® all the dear friends of Hadlock.
wonrated
they
know
that
he
suffers
more
the
' Frank Littlefield began last Sat
Old Saco Road, Many Thanks.
bisco
than all, for he it is who hdlds and as well as keen- insight for the
urday to act as motorman on the
tea
retains all. their growing sorrows. shifting changes of intellectual im i James RoSs has received.his dis ' The Drama /“My Turn S;Next” A: S< L. AH are glad to see these
Ven
provement and moral worth. And charge and has returned to Kenne given last. Friday evening at the
Continued next week
..old friends back. »
her little address was received bunk.
. ■ ‘Multum in Parvo Hall was a great
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock were
with the handf it had really earned
So light and
success
nearly
$35.00
were
taken.
Mrs.
L.
H.
McCray
was
among
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Ross
TO COL. CHAS? Ri LITTLEFIELD 'and warranted.
the
out
of
town
guests
who
enjoyed
Tee cream and candy were'in sale Sunday.
flaky—-so crisp and easily digested—-so
The program follows.
the reception and dance at .the, hall
The Enterprise is happy tb be • Music
fresh and wholesome—what food , can
, Thursday evening.
able to make a needed correction Invocation
Mrs. Lemoine, widow of the late
you think of for husband and children
in its issue of last week. For,what Salutatory with Essay “Health
Rev. Lemoine has arrived in Eng
equal to N.B.C. Graham Crackers? j fham good fellow is not delighted to as a National Asset”
ser k
land .where she-, will spend a few
learn—and tell of it, that he was
Shirley Arlin® Hatch months
now
NATIONAL BISCUIT
Jj£ ■ast—
with- relatives and friends.
in error—-when, in th® correction Class History
r Jo®
The Only Shade Made With a' Ventilator
Mrs. George T. Crediford and
yealed,
thereof, he shall, give jpy to one he
., Florence Arline Hatch
8 more
123^.
COMPANY
son
Leon
of
Shapleigh
attended
th®
. On a;
respects and take pleasure to him- Vocational Education
than bar*
edged -with >■
T knew a man
I stelfi at the same time?
Esther Jones Hawkes graduating exercise of the ,K. H. S.
mona and Lotus biscw
France recently,
Miss Louise Whitten being tfie
And we hasten to say, Col. Chas., Class. .Gifts'
Some bruised leaves lay
had found it very difficult
R. Littlefield, Kennebunk’s grand
Agnes Elizabeth Titcomb young lady ¡they were interested in.
tom of thè basket, andthe
__ . petals to procure bread that was either
Miss Minetta Moore, formerly
01d>man, is not as old, for many a Music
emitted, a delicate, fragrance, adding palatable or digestible, He had reDistrict Nurs® in our village is
charm to the delightfully flavored. course to N. B. C. Graham Crackersyear, as we had charged up to him. Class Rrophecy
And the Col’Sv own voice, oyer,,the
* Alice Louise Whitten (spending a few days in town and
was warmly greeted , by her many
phone—firm and commanding as Honor Essay—War POety
friends, at the graduating exercises
the; tones, of middle .age, told us
Elsi® Louise Roberts
AND
this. “I am planning,” said it, “to Class Will
Dorothy Barker which she ; attended ; Thursday
,
reach th® century; and I, cannot Valedictory with Essay “Prepared evening,
afford’ to. have the toll of years
ness^ Mary Harriet Bennett Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bragdon,
moved faster than they come. I Class Ode
Minnie Eaton Louis Miss Carrie Burke, Mrs. E. C.
Burke of ¡this village and Mrs. Mary
am a few days past the four-score- \ Music
Clough and Mrs. 0. S. Wells of
years-and-ten.” And the Enter Announcement of Honors
i Kennebunkport were among the
prise is gladdened to hear and pub Presentation of Diplomas
guests who,witnessed the Perkinslish the fact.
"Binging of Class Ode
If for the home or cot
Andrews wedding at Saco .Wednes
/Col. Littlefield: has lived to see Benediction
day afternoon of this'week.
wonderful changes in this world of Class Reception
tage
—our Summer
Safe investments. Uncle Sam never fails.
•Have you tried our ice cream,'
ours; none more strange than those
GRADUATES
Furnishings are com
•bones? They are;different, Fiske
Profitable Investments. '4% interest compounded quarterly.
Of the last decade; and we sincere‘the druggist pn the corner.
Adv
lyrhope that, well and happy, he College Preparatory Course
plete and at prices a
Easy investments. 25c to $1000, any amount, at any time.
Mary Harriet Bennett
Will see just how and where"our
b^t
lower than others.
d®ar old country is at—when comes,, Minnie Eaton Louis
MR. HARVEY ALSTON GRANT
See our stores for dis
the hundred years into which he Elsie Louise Roberts
• Classical Coruse
will be with us.
tinctive lines.
Late of the U. S. Aviation Ser
Florence Evelyn Hatch
KEEP ON SAVING! !
vice! today departed for Boston on
Helen
Dorothy
Smith
I’Page and Shaws candies of ex
business relating to.a renewal of
cellence a large variety to select Agnes Elizabeth Titcomb
his activities in the air. Mr. Grant
Your money back,
Sick Fund
from. Fiske the druggist pn .the! General Course
is a graduate of the High School
Corner.
Adv. ..Dorothy Barker
WITH INTEREST,
Accident Fund
whose 1919 Class exercises we re-1
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
upon ten days’
Unemployment Fund
port in today’s Enterprise; and,
; Marthat 6elle Furyoil
Atkinson Block
Atkinson Block
since
his
Commoncement,
has
flown
<Cow-testing
associations
are
Emergency Fund
notice ANY
Biddeford, Maine
x
Saco, Maine
Shirley Arline Hatch
far
and
wide
about
the
world.
said
to
be
doing
a
lot
.of
help
to
Capital
TIME.
We bid him “good speed,” where-,
dairymen to cull out unprofitable Esther Jones Hawkes „
ever he may soar from Kennebunk.
milk-producers. One Iowa man /Alic® Louise Whitten
And welcome t home again. If
found in this way that one of cows Bertha Ruth Wyman
with honors, well; if not, still well;
was paying him $2.40 for each English Course
tho it may not be so well.
dollar’s worth of food, while an Helen Elizabeth Clark
other returned him only 58 cents.
Of course he wasn’t long in getting Hazel .Christina Hamilton
Use-sunset soap dyes sold by
Bernice Ella Nason
rid of the 58-cent cow and others
Fiske the! druggist on the corner.
Neva Marion Webber
like her.—Exchange,
Adv
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CHURCH NOTICES
FIRST PARISH» UNITARIAN
Rdbert P. Dpremus, Minister
Residence ! High St.,
Tel. 45-3

Tlie Stope of Evidence
By J. D. Hallen

THE
JUNE WEDDINGS THE SCHOOL
ARE BUDDING SCRAMBLE UNSCRAMBLED

Three weddings in one day—a
of the remedy itself and the fea small town, is getting close to the
Chapter 1 Continued
Service at. 10.30 A. M. The sub
tures and functions of matters, to 'record. That is what happened in
ject of the sermon willbe “Power,
be handled. In the preceding
on Wednesday June
The Law and the Lawyer—
Love, Discipline.” .
..chapter we have triedto give same- Kennebunk
:
Sunday School at 11.45. Chil If, finally^.yqu have scientifically thing of the remedy for ¡social, dif i8th, 1919. And the wedding bells
This is the séhool situation " as
collected and examined your case ferences., In this chapter we un are. ringing yeL"
dren’s Flower Festival. ,
The annual Sunday ‘School and —as seen further on, and proved dertake to give the d iff er en c e s an d Welly the ..Enterprise is . surely. we go to press . Mr. I, H. Storer
interested jn.jw^4djngs, as who is has resignéil as Supèririténdent qf
Parish picnic: willbe; held aLKen- it by itself with the intention of idiosyncracies in cases. ”
not.? And the wave of newly awaThis to take effect July
nebunk Beach on Tuesday» June 24, testing the truth, and a knowledge
First, tho, it may be said, gener- kened interest in matrimony which Schools.
1st, ÏÔÏ9. ’ Hitr.. Storer's' süëc^s'sbr;
if th©weather is favorable; if not, of its reason and cause, ypur own “ ally, every case is like every other ;
on Wednesday,.June 25th.
science will discover the law—you Lease not only throughout eaûh race has »swept,..over this town, will Mr. Merton T. Goodrich, formerly
The' ‘ men of <the /parish were may depend on that. And it is evi but even throughoùt 'the family of make the younger set look the land Sui)érin^érid’eni of Jay arid Wilton,
has been elected to succeed Mr.
guests of the Barry Bible Class at dent to thé reader that any discus- man. Like in this, we can never about with greater interest still.
,supper iri the -vestry on ¿Tuesday sioiylimited to the definition ot accept the facts as established . , Indeed, love moves from stage Stdrqr.’ JWr. ’ Har,ry H: Burnhaffi
^evening. A feast of good things/ pure law would be not only diffi from the statement made by thé to stage by two divergent paths; has been ièqleC.ted'as'pfiricîpar qf
..on the,.one hand by, .the charming the High School, at a salary of $1,was enjoyed, followed1 by a talk by; cult, but impossible.
prospective Client. And so you
the minister, discussion by various
Being a discussion of opinions cannofraccepbhis views without in way. ofliking; on . the other by 700; Mrs. Lillian Burnham has
.mere .fact of p3opinqu^r--“The been_ reelected assistant ât the
laymen, and singing; The subject' —the source of the law, it can vestigation.
of discussion was the Unitarian off er nothing but shifting sand in - Failure to investigate the facts tifiiq, the plaqe, and the girl.” Try High School, at a salary of $800. ;
Laymen’s League, and enough ap the way of examples. Thus the so- h$S brought many a lawyer irito '• we ever <go hard to remain judicial Miss Gladys ' TiIton ' has been re
plied for membership so that a called day-springs of the law is disrepute. ’ One should take 'the and unprejudiced where we like, elected assistant at the High
Ipye-wUl out. And, .there js an» end SehqqïL.àt'a salary of $800; and at
branch of. the League will be form shorn qf its rays.
client’s statement of facts as one —or is it the beginning, of it.
a previous meeting of the School
ed, -and that a successful-year?, is
Consequently, in> these, lectures» takes the every day advertisements
indicated. Men in every denomi as they are» to be practical, and not of a man’s business—as exaggerat But theseare side-issues. When Board Miss Helen E. Russell was
nation’are waking up to the fact theoretical, we have not allowed ed beyond any real semblance of .you.are maided the standards and elected assistant at the High
"valuea.are, fi^ed,. not, by. you and, School, in place of Miss Dorothy
that they need the churches and ourselves to be bound by any of the the truth.
W. Brown resigned; and, finally
the-churches need them.
old deflçijtipixs, pf the JfcW»
■ Never accept a retainer until you not .by us, but by the taciturnity pf
It is the lawyer’s business not have investigated the facts. For time.. And wp wish for Mr. and Mr. Whipple states, he has been
principal ôf thé Ipswich,
to find .out, in .each case, how this you iriay insist upon ’ a fee, Mrs. John Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. elpctéd?
Christian science church only
High Séhôql. Now, will the
the mind of his facts must think, compensation for tifile and experis-' E. I. Littlefield, and Mr. and Mrs. Mass.
Albert Galeucia happiness unmeas Boston Globe, please, copy.
Sunday morning service at *10.30 but how it does think. The same es ; bût- nothing "for advice.
ured.
4s
true;
of
the
witnesses,
as
you
will
Study the following, profitable
June 22ibif4‘Ia the Universe, IncludMay the ' balance of the book be
see when we reach them.
words of ohé of the wise thinkers
Man, Evolved by Atomic Force?
The . sugar crop of the United'
Wednesday evening. service at We might give copeous illustra of the wbrld: “As, Tbefore putting written with all the delightful clar
7,45. Everyone is cordially in- tions from anejent cases, and ana up a .large, building, thé architect ity and heartfelt-acceptance that States is this year said to be more
lyze and exhibit actual,.exercises surveys and soùhds the sight to can,., only ,exist where those who than 2,140,000,000 pounds, this
vitedto attend.
of the law apealing to observation see .if it will bear the, weight*, the marry truly mate. And, remem
and to ' experience of understand wise lawyer dbes riot begin laying ber, dears, if life- is not to become quantity being • 25,000,000 pounds
BAPTIST CHURCH
ing to corroborate our thèory,- just down the law, good in itself, but a stagnant;.pool, there must always, above the- average of the past six
Rev. B. H. Tilton
years.—Exchange.
as the. astronomers turn to the byi investigating thé fitness of'the be a fresh influx of lewe.
Residence Main Street
stars to observé the fulfilment of facts.” There is tlie Key to the
Public Worship next Sunday the laws of the Mécanique Celeste. Kabbalisfic thing we .call success'
morning, at 10.30. Thè Sunday But the trouble is, we are dealing
|thé Ïâw.
school will meet at the close of the -with man-made laws and there is in Ideally,
the lawyer is supposed
preaching service. We invité you nothing of the divine in or about to have'absorbed arid mastered the
to share with us this profitable them.
law- But facts have a churlish
hour of Bible stiidy.
. Man’s laws are more changeable contempt for law,and. lawyers and'
The “People’s Popular Service” than the murmuring sea ;• and no often thrust à novel condition into
at 6.30 o’clock on» Sunday evening. mjrid.has evèr been able to find a
wheels’of'justice, As witness
Note the change in the hour of ser changeless human , intelligence. thè
case now on trial in the cqurts
vice' to permit the pastor to at Change. That is what we are deal the
of an adjoining state. A witness,
tend another service at Alewive. ing when we would .test a law by after being .sworn, comes forward
Every requisite for the »occasion. Lady assistant
Come;and enjoy this twilight ser subjective or. tobj^ctive analysis/ with the statement- that his , cer-:
vice with us.
when desired.
Motor Hearse, Ambulance, and
Therefore, your own judgment tifjeate of the causey of death
The mid week social service on is, the dernier resort in any con
long before was false ; that
closed Automobiles for the modem funeral.
Wednesday evening at 7.30. We clusion as to the law of your case. made
hej.was mistaken; and that now1 he
will be glad for you to receive the And the issue or result of apylegal is.tcortain that the. defunct was
We also maintain a complete horse drawn equip
inspiration of this mid week ser trial is only the reconciliation of poisoned—this fitting, of course,
vice. >,Why be sad and gloomy disagreeing opinions. So it is well thè planned case of the state, which
ment for our conservative patrons, Hearses, Hacks,
when you can have miles of siniles to reiterate, to re-reiterate, We are wquld .kill someone for doing thé !
etc.
and a light heart.
not dealing with any plan of logi poisoning, .
The “Children/s Day” concert cal perfection.
Whether we have the funeral in charge or not,*
f That is the very norm of “the
will be bn Sunday evening June 29. ; And, when all is, said, ytmr own case.” Exariiine and. cro^s-examyou may feel .free to order your complete funeral
Thè Sunday, school ' picnic on Sat guess is quite as apt to be correct ine your client, your every witness
urday June 28th. Let us make as that of the Lord High Chancil- —make sure that he is not mis
cortege direct from this office.
these two events the best functions lortaken. so far as is humanly possi- '
of the year.
bjfe-; then write it all down and
Chapter II
haye the. statement, .verified.bv. thq .
Winter Street, Sanford, Maine
oqth of the witness. You will find
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
THE CASE
that, .while “every human being
Will S.. Coleman, Minister,
PHONE
OFFICE It7-tl
PHONE RES. 117-3
may have something iq him.worth'.,
- Residence 57 Main St.
Of
course,
to
apply
any
remedy
saving/
’
h.e
will,
can,
and,
may
... Tel. 53-12
Branch Offices at Alfred and Lebanon, Maine.
successfully, it is essential to know change his. mind, if he is not “hog-.
Sunday, June 22
Address all correspondence to Sanford Office.
the
characteristics
and
qualities
tifed.
”
I.0,30. a. m.-—Worship with serDay or night calls at a distance of 15 miles or less will re
monby .Rev. I. B. Tenney of the
ceive prompt attention without extra charge.
North Congregational Church, So.
Portland. .
Should circumstances require the services of a funeral di
II,45*a.,m.—Sunday school with
erector whiles in a distant city, a telephone to this office would
classes for all/
put ug in immediate charge.
6.00 p>;m.r-^G. E. meeting.
We ^conduct .a funeral service Where courtesy makes every
7.00 p. m.—There will be no sent
L consideration to grief.,
vice- >
The Sunday school picnic willbe
Otir experience, Equipment and System are at your service
held at Kennebunk Beach, Thurs
at any time of the day or night. We are never closed.
day June 26. All ladies not otherwise..solicited please carry pastry. 2 ft. 6in. by 6ft. 6in.
If stormy Thursday the picnic will 2 ft. 8in. by 6 ft. 8 in.
be^Kriday.
Worth $3.00 at.....
2,50
Thetpastor and family are away
KENNEBUNK
for a few days, visiting in Auburn
andnMinot. During his absence
the pastor will deliver a memorial
Now is the Time to Order Your
address- before. Entwisle Lodge
NO. 146,1. Ô. O. F., Rangéley, Me.,
bf .whichjJie is a member.
Springs Hinges, pr. .
15c
Wed; and Thurs
No.SagBrace
..........
10c
METHODIST CHURCH
Door Checks ...... .10c
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor
June 25 and 26
Booklets, Leaflets, Note Paper, EnDoor “Catches........
25c
12 Dane St, Tel. 37-3
“The New Born” will be the sub Door Handles............... 2 for 5c, 5c
velopes, Circulars and Bill Heads
ject of the sermon for next Sunday Door Hook and Eye.. . .2 for 5c
morning.
We are to be favored with a solo Anti-Slam .Gheek»................... 50c
Let us estimate on your Commercial Printing
IN
from the talented tenor singor, Mr. Screen Door Sets,:........ ;...,. 25c
Harry Box. You cannot afford to
miss it. Bible study hour at noon.
Linotype Composition for the Trade
The service by the Epworth League
USUAL PRICES
at 6.15.
There will be a union service in
the evening at 7 o’clock, the people
10c PROGRAM WEEK JUNE 23 to 28
of the Congregational Church join 1 doz. size
ing with us, and. possibly those of 2 -doz. size
15c iWobday^BryaritWVashburn in46 Main Street,
Telephone
Telephone. 19
. 19
Kennebunk, Maine
T
the Baptist Church. If they con
“SOMETHING TO DO”
clude to join in the service, Rev.
Mac Sennett Comedy.
B. H. Tilton will be the preacher.
Mr. Harry Box will sing at the even
Tuesday—Vivian Martin in
ing service. He will , give a con
. “LITTLE COMRADE”
cert on Monday evening at 8 o’clock
Burton Holmes
ih the Methodist Church. It will Full size skins, worth $3,00 at $2.50 Pictograph
be an unusual , opportunity. If
lyednesday arid Thursday
there was nothing but his whistl
“COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN”
ing song, it alone would be worth
Sunshine Comedy—“Tom and .Jerry
the price of admission.
Mix”
50c,
75c
ahd
$1.75;
Friday—Viloa Dana in
For Sale:—A ladies’ bicycle.
Has the New Perfection—
“THE GOLD CURE”
Practically new . Will be sold at
—OIL COOK STOVE—
A great bargain, Particulars at
Eddie Polo in the 15th Episode of
this office.
1 j “THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS’/
They will Show You This the
If you are interested 1 Saturday—Munroe Salisbury in
Husband’s Best Gift to the
PIRATE”
—JUNE BRIDE—
m purchasing goods on Ford“MILLIONAIRE
WeeklyCurrent .Events
Quick, Clean, Satisfactory.

L. A. HURD

Funeral Director

T.L.EVANS&CO
SCREEN DOORS

Screen Door Fixings

Acme
Theatre

WOMAN WITH THE HOE

Mrs*. Lore nee M. "Woodside In her home garden at Winchester, Mass,
“Gardening for women,” says Mrs. reasonable amount' of fertilizers, she
Lorence M. Woodside of Winchester produced 35 bushels of potatoes and
Mass,, “originated In the First Garden over 900 pounds of tomatoes the first
year, Thls experiment stimulited her
when Etera given to Adam as'-a
interest, as well as her husband’s, and
helper. While the record pf her work another lot was purchased at the rear.
is rather incomplete, it 4s .reasonable of her home, making nearly two acres
to believe that she did more than help now .under cultivation,.
In addition to potatoes and toma
to gather the fruit.”
As an exponent of what women may toes she has added all the staple table
do, for gardening and gardening for vegetables, of which 1000 quarts were
women, Mrs. Woodside is an example canned In her own kitchen last year.
tò her sex. A talented reader and She also devotes a part of the land
forceful speaker, the message she is to flowers, specializing in gladioli,
giving to women’s clubs and other which finds a ready sale. For two
organizations mást be productive of seasons a small patch of wheat and
oats has furnished food for 75 chick
good.
That* she is not a mere theeriser, ens.
That the land has been madeto pay,
her garden at Winchester proves. Her
interest dates back to the time when, she says, is due to the cultivation * of\
a child,; she pattered down the long a variety of things. This year she is
furrows with her father, behind the setting out peach, pear and apple
plow, and through intimate compan trees, arid small fruitsNaturally, a woman of Mrs. Wood
ionship with him learned thè secrets
side’s type/is thrifty and business-,
of mother Earth.
When buylng the home at Winches like, and her savings have, to th >
tèr she looked for a “small house and limit of her ability, been, invested jri
a big piece of land.” She was not Liberty Bonds and ; War Savings
wholly successful, but did (' secure n Stamps, for which, she says, not much
good-sized back yard, which was credit is due, because '‘while you are
spaded up for,a garden while the fur helping the government a little you
niture was being moved into the are helping yourself a lot.” She says
house. For some time a “For Sale" however, that the value of a garden
isigh on an adjoining lot disturbed should not be estimated wholly from
The . openher, because she wanted the land to a monetary standpoint.
add to hèr garden. Her husband, al air exercise gives health, strong th
ways a city dweller, tried to discour and endurance which cannot be got
age her in the purchase of the io' by merely riding' in an automobile.
but she finally convinced him that, “Exercise,” she says further, "is Ilk®
if cultivated, the land would pay in courting; you must do it yourself. So
terest on the investment, and taxes, long as we live near to Mother Earth
and would increase in value. It wa we are strong and prosperous. Whe
rough and poor, . but applying her we' have toó muSif' of luxury' and lei
knowledge of soil management, and t sure we become weak.”

Á WAR SAVINGS HORSE
How Kindness Developed an Almost
Worthless Ariintal.

Daisy stopped in her rounds of the
Boston businessr -district where she
hauls packages from one place to
another, to make a call at the head
quarters ofL thè’Wrir,.Saririgs Organi
zation, 95 Milk street. She came to
enlist In the. wgrk ¡of spreading a
knowledge'of the advantage of in
vesting' in Thrift and War Sayings
Stamps among the people.

USING THE TELESCOPE
Present Desires vs. Future
tunities.

SPECIAL

Hotel Printing

IMHKUI

I

Come Out of tht Kitchen

Parcel Post Egg Boxes

Ube Enterprise [press

Automobile Chamois

Larrabee DepartmentStore

Sponges

Enterprise

the Installment plan call

$100, A YEAR
Eat More Beans

at the ENTERPRISE

office for particulars.

.SWASEY BEAN MTS
NAME IS STAMPED ON EVERY ONE
SwaseyBean Pots are on sale
at all first class stores

E. SWASEY& CO., Portland, Maine

T.L EVANS &C0
BIDDEFORD, ME.

Mrs. Mabel Huff

Daisy is a living example of what
can be achieved by the law of kind
ness. Nine years ago nobody wanted
her and she was condemned to be
shot. Then John J. Bergh came
along. For
and an old horse he
¡secured possession, and you should
isee her now, and the medals—some
of them gold—that have been awarded
her in the annual workhorse parade!
Daisy dotes on ' her master arid will
do anything he tells her to. If he
asks . her . how old , she is she never
hesitates, but uriblushingly paws it
off on the pavement. She shakes
hands (?) with every one of her four
feet, and if he puts a lump of sugar
¡between his teeth and tells Daisy just
to suck it she will lap it'carefully and
¡does not think of trying for tlie
whole lump until he gives the word,
she picks her bit up from the ground
arid does’, other remarkable things,
arid she did them all' for the War

Oppor

Spring is in the - air and we are
all looking ahead, “using the tele
scope,” to borrow the title of a recent
address by a Greater Boston clergy
man. Victory gardens are being made
and in perspective are bountiful har
vests and beautiful flowers. Summer
wardrobes are in preparation, “spring
cleaning” is . in progress, and vaca
tions are being planned.
| We are wonderfully -prescient When
immediate“ comforts and pleasures
are concerned, but do we always ex
tend the telescope far enough to look
well into tlie future? There will be
other years, and with them will come
greater opportunities. Shall we be
ready to improve them? Are we
practising the thrift which is good
business, distinct from hoarding, but
paving the way for future success?
A little restriction - of present
wants; a few more vegetables from
the garden; limiting replenishment
of the wardrobe to essentials and
buying good materials, Always cheap
est in the end and more satisfactory;
less vacation expense, which need
not mean less pleasure,—these and.
other bits of carefulness, keeping in
*iriind./the margin of . saririga, will
clear the way for wonderful things,
perhaps a home, higher education,1
travel, business of one’s own—there
is no limit to what the telescope may
reveal.
As safe investment is as important
as saving, why not put the mites
saved into Thrift Stamps, aad when
practicable convert those into War
Savings Stamps, which will work for
you night and day. This done the
telescope will reveal a substantial
accumulation for future needs.

® SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT —

SUMMER DAYS ARE COOLER
When the Young Bride Uses the
—OIL COOKER—

is prepared to dor hair and
scalp treatment, facial
massage and mani
curing by ap
pointment.

Savings Organization, just to show
what" she could do and what she was
glad to do to help the good work
along.
Daisy is now a regularly accepted
member of the Savings Division am!,
whether you recognize her or riot a ■.
she goes about, frequently carrying
great boxes of literature for the War
Savings Committee, you may be sure
that she is on the job and doing
everything she knows how to promote
the sale of Thrift and War Savings
Stamps among the people.

The Wife of Years Will Use No
Other—After She Has Tried—
COME IN AND SEE IT WORK! ! !

The Enterprise is prepared to do Law Case printing,
and the Briefs of Counsel, in & careful, legal, and expe
ditious manner. All our law work will be proof read by
a reader who knows; and valuable suggestions will be offer
ed where, arguments indicate a need of further buttressing
or additional citation of cases. We can and-will do print
ing at special rates.

~ KENNEBUNK ÈNTEÉPRÌSE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

ANOTHER FARAWAY DEATH

READ THE

There died at Menlo Perk, Calif.,
May 12th,, last, one who the peo
ple of this town knew and loved as
Emma Malvota Hill; knew and
loved her again as the wife of Rev.
Mr. Caldwell, at one time /located
In York, county. Most of Mrs.
Caldwell’s life was past in Chicago
and California where her husband
had pastorates. Friends of both
Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell know they
livid very ling, happy, successful
liyes in the good work of the
church; and only the sweeter mem
ories are left behind by Mrs. Cald
well.

THE AERIAL MAIL
H. A. G. X

LOCAL NOTES

THE UNITARIAN LAYMAN’S

MEMORIAL SCHOOL BUILDING

LEAGUE

At last—or that is scarcely cor
The ladies Of, the Unitarian
rect—for it is no at last by many a
Mrs. Etta Howe was a Portland Church gave the men of the parish
flight; but that I wanted to say visitor today (Thursday).
------------------------------------ IN--------------------------------------a dinner, at the Church; and steps
was, the / ocean has been crossed
Mr. and Mrs. Bradey Curtis are were taken during the. evening to
in a non-stop flight. That there
was never a doubt among the air the guests bf Mr. and Mrs. Wm. organize a Kennebunk section of
the Unitarian Layman’s League.
men that it was to be donb-^-con- Titcomb,Mrs. Robert McCrindle spent This is a-National organization^
ditions being right, goes of itself.
Advertisements will be printed
Given the certainty that a machine Monday in Boston and Tuesday in within, the church for the purpose
under this heading the first
of carrying on the unusual activi
propelled ship can mount the air, Portland.
We are about to have right here in Kennebunk, a local drive for
week for 25 cents, three
there is no limit to the time she
Mrs. Harry W- Goodwin and son ties of the regular work within the
the
purpose
of securing the wherewithal tb construct a building which
weeks for 50 cents.
society
proper.
It
was
originally
can stay there, nor the distance she Willie; are speeding the week at
organized intthe West, and has shall be a monument to our .patriotism, and an expression of our firm
can fly.
Dover, N. H., witn her sister.
In any event, the English plane
Elmer. Ridlon has left the em from there spread over the United faith in the kindling soill of intellectual growth, in a word, a building
turned the trick. I see there are ploy of the G. W. Larrabee Cq., and States. .
to hous^ our schools, and contribute to the very definite intellectual
those who say “It needed an Amer
Much interest is premised in the
WANTED
DEATH OF JOHN A. ELWELL ican navigator to direct the flight.” will accept a position with Harry work of such an organization here; and moral betterment of o.ur town.
E. Lunge.
Is there objection to the movement? We have heard rone; and
That, of course, is newspaper per-,
A reliable party would like to
Mrs. Agnes Simonds of Mere and all are enthusiastic to organize
'
At
Salt
Lake
City,
June
1st.
there
siftage. The airplane was BritishSuch
a
society
is
most
welcome
iri
have a good driving horse for its
we
have-canvassed
Kennebunk. *But there'are inquiries In the minds
departed this life, Mr. John A. El made and motored ; and the honor, dith, N, H., has arrived in Kenne Kennebunk.
keep. References given.
The Enterprise wijl’ of some—and a very few they are indeed, as to the advisability of
bunk
for
the
summer.
.
Mrs.
Sim

well,
at
the
St.
Marks
Hospital.
if that’s what it is—we airmen
speed the work.
6-19-19 Itpd
any building, just row, on account of the high ebst of material and
! Services were had in Kennebunk call it just the day’s work, the onds will clerk'in the Kennebunk
•on June 9th in memory. Mr. El honor belongs to the people who Bargain Store.
labor.
, ;
'
FOR SALE
well was born ini York county, and equipped the machine—and we, The ben for service is a Water NEW CLARK PICTURE SCORES.
To,
those
few
—
they
are
important
in this sensei there should be
man’s Ideal fountain* pen, satisfac
Large Work Horse, excellent is survived by. three brothers— too, are of the same family.
clear
unanimity
in
our
effort,
to
those
few,
we would say: We may as
tion
guaranteed
Fiske
the
druggist
Frederick<H.
Elwellof
Lyman;
worker, absolutely kind and reli
So, at Galway, Ireland, the first
Adv.
Marguerite Clark known as “the well vision the world as it is. We do hot say probably, but surely,
able. Price reasonable, apply to Ernest W. Elwell of Augusta; and pouches containing trans-Atlantic on the corner.
Mrs. P. R. Rain0, ;Mrs. Jennie. sweetest girl in motion pictures;” this world will never see the day again When any kind of materials or
Will Hanscom, Kennebunk Land Charles F. Elwell of Suncodk, N. mail, carried via. the air route,
ing.
K
5-5-3t.yz pd. H. Beside these there are three were, turned over to the postmaster.: Ciiri*ier, Miss Mabel Lynch, Mrs;. has scored another decisive hit in any labor yvill be at the level of before-the-war prices. And it is time
sisters-—Mrs. Elizabeth Furbish Thus has commenced another chap P.-A. Waterhouse and Mrs. Fannie her neW Paramount photoplay. now to consider'that problem. \
of Kennebunk; Mrs. Margaret H. ter in the history of the airplane. JackSon attended the Lewiston— “Come Out .of the Kitchen,’* at the
FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the Robinson
This United States will not stand, by. with folded aims waiting for
Tamworth, N. H.; and A.nd it is illumir^atingto read what W. R. C. Convention as delegates Acriie theatre Wednesday and
Whitten road Kennebunk. STnooth Miss LucyofElwell
from the local corps.
Thursday of next week. Miss cheaper times. This is our time. Yesterday belonged to those things
of
Wolfboro,
N.
J
the
papers
say
of
this
last
chapter.
field, good orchard. Wood for H. - Two aunts make up the list of
“It will not be many years un Mrs. Fannie Jackson has gone to Clark has a charming role in this that have outlived their age. \Tomorrow Will praise or scorn this day
home use, good water, good build those who feel the loss—Mrs. Lydia
til
Britons and Americans will.be Lewiston to attend the W. R. C. photoplay. The picture has been because we did or did not meet our duty with the spirit of the ad
ings., Price and terms reasonable. Merrill qf Tamworth, N. H.; and
week-ènding
, at each others’ Convention which is being held in sumptuously produced while .the vancing transformation of men and things.
Would consider any good auto as Miss Enuna Day of Kennebunk
houses,
”
said
the
London Express. that city Wednesday and Thursday supporting players are of the best.
part payment.
Look about you! The ban has been taken off Of all building.
Landing.
’
This
latter
place,
the
y
Atlantic
honors
are now fairly of this week. She was the dele The film is warmly commended by
Ira B. C. Hall,
home
town,
as
all
our
large
and
Towns all about u's are taking up the task, the pleasure, of making
divided
between
the
United States gate from Jesse Webster Relief all who have seen it.
43 Cash St,, So. Portland. srria.ll towns do,' seems to have
Corp.
and the old world ; the flight dem Plaps are about completed for
their schools and their public buildings a* credit to the age of Victory.
scattered its progeny for and wide I onstrated that trans-Àtlantic mail
And thefe is -A murmur of approval everywhere when men propose to
the
Alumni
Social
and
banquet
THE
SCRAP
BOOK
OF
1919
Wafited—Chamber Girl, Wait-, over the world. Then comes death by airplane is a success,” says the which is to be held in the Unitarian
establish "new principles, new schools, new forums for those displaced
resses and Bell Boys. Apply to L. --then, all meet, at-least in thought Chronicle. “For America the flight vestry and parlors Friday evening
may be of the same portent that of this week. (Mr> 'M. C. Freeman,
R. Wiliams, Colonial Inn, Ogunquit —once again.
This souvenir class book of the or outgrown by the immanence of -new ideas
the channel flights were to us ; it of Roxbury, Mass., who was form Wells, Maine High School, just off
Maine.
Adv.
Fellow citizens, God has come nearer tO'US in this k War. God
AND STILL ANOTHER DEATH is' a mere breaking down of isola erly pnncipal of the,K. H. S., this the presses of the ENTERPRISE is no longer above, but in; no longer there, but here. And
tions,” -Says the Westminster Ga .Village, will be the principal speak cafis for more than, the casual men
“The outward God he findeth not
TO LET—Rooms over Green So rapidly the race of men depart— zette. “The Atlantic has beeiÿ
tion. We wonder—should we say
leaf’s restaurant. Furnished or The youth grow aged and decay,! vanquished,” says the Star. The er of the evening.
Who finds not God within.”
■r^we may, because we had no per
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
E.,
Lunge
unfurnished. Apply to Mrs. S. C. We sometimes wonder, sick at Standard said, “Alcock and\ Brown
Let us themlive our day nearer the fundamental concept of reality
wert to Hebron Saturday ¿to wit sonal finger in the printing of it—
Griffin, Main street.
5-5-19 2t pd
heart,
are the first to be able to say; ness the ball game. Thdy staid The> Scrap Book, as it left the EN
How soon all earth will pass away. I ‘When I was in America yester oyer the Week end and attended TERPRISE office, is a fine example —make our heaven and our earth more beautiful, wiser, happier, just
So, when one reads the pages of day.’ ” “The performance is a the graduation of their shii- Ray of the printcraft. And its every because we lived in it.
FOR SALE
any newspaper, he has the assur pledge that -the command of the mond, which occurred Monday. .page is voice to extol the deft
Is there any way half so well as the jubilant proclamation—
One 6ft cut Mcdormick Mowing ance that the most frequent matter air gained during the war shall be
fingers of the foreman of the shop “Kennebunk will have the first/ Memorial School in the State of
Machine in good condition. Price reported is the work of Death. unforfeited in peace journeys,” Mr. and Mrs; Lunge returned home ^Mr. V. L. Horr.
immediately after the graduation
Maine!” That is the process—“acurate and beautiful,” the right
$35.00. Inquire of S. C. Hall.
And thus the world moves on its said the Pall Mall Gazette. “It is and Raymond returned Wednesday
As for the book itself, from the step onward, which rolls in solemn music though the highways of
Adv. 6-5-lt. lonely way.
the turfiirg of the whole world into of this week.
fin« half-tone of Paul/Hayes McNow comes word of the death at shorthand.”, ,
z Cameras and films also develop Iiitire, A. B.; Principal of the Wells the ages to come.
TO LET—Convenient tenement South Middleboro, Mass., of Mrs. And the day-after-tomorrow ing and printing. Fiske the drug High School, to announcement of
Main Street and Water Street—i Storer Street, including streets
of four rooms. Particulars and Carter, the wife of Rev. W. T. Car some other new-old thrill will take gist on the corner.
Adv. The Elite Studio on the last cover Mrs. P. D. Greenleaf.
leading to river—Mrs. Frank Bonter, onetime pastor of the M. E. the earth,below; and the»airplane
keys at the Enterprise office.
The ladies ^.connected with the page, there is much taste, pains Brown and Day Streets—Mrs. P. ser.
Several furnished or unfurnish Church in this village. Mrs. Car will be as commonplace as the tele Unitarian Church will on Thursday taking care, and clever artistry in Raino.
Saco Road-r-Mrs. J. R. Pollard.
ed rooms torrent. Prices reason ter was out of health for a Iqng phone and open plumbing.
afternnon, July 17, begin the serv the make-up. And the Editorial
The Landing—from R. R.; bridge
York Street, including streets
able., For further information ap time, and her departure was but a - From anything we know today, ing of afternoo? teaS in the church Board are to be complimented for leading from York to Brown—Mrs. to Post road—Miss Mary Bennett.
ply or phone to the Enterprise question of days. She leaves the there will be nd change of ever nariqrs. For severalseasors these the good work.
The Landing, belowvP6st road— .
Elliot Rogers.
husband, three sons and one daugh? ^reaching Mars in a plane ; but that ladies have been most successful
Press.
Mrs. Joseph Hammond.
High Street—Mrs. C. H. Hall.
ter her surviving. Vela et galva-— there , will be a non-stop flight both in a social and financial way , The^ original poems, articles of
Village—Mrs. L. W. Nash.
welcome and farewell—the be- around the globe there can be little in the hording of these afternoon purpose, and literary display are xPleasant Street and'Cat Mousam Lower
Kennebunk Beach—Miss Edna
—Mrs. N. L. Thompson.
WANTED—Woman to help with ginriing.and the end.
doubt, in the light of the fact ac functions and both local and sum good, ring true; and, all in all—• Road,
Summer Street from Park to R. Hubbard.
housework and take care of chilcomplished tpday. But, for the mer people have most thoroughly within %nd outside the covers, The
Upper Alewive—Mrs. Roy Tay
Station—Mrs. C. W. Goodnow.
ren. No cooking, address, A. R.
present, the plane will have to eoir- enjoyed these occasional gather Scr'ap Book is recherche—which R. Summer
Street from Park to lor.
Kennebunkport, Maine. Box 407.
fine her activities to near the sur ings. They will be continued would spell out—-just as good as Dane, including
Lower Alewive—Mrs. 'Paul Rus
Green and Elm—:
or Tel. 110;
face of ‘the earth.
throughout the month of August. they make ’em.
sell.
Mrs. George E. Cousens.
Registered at the McLellan—
Dane Street—Miss Agnes Tit Each factory will be canvassed
FOR SALE
Kennebunk won from Sanford a loose —BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK— Mrs. J. M. Schlicht, New York; BY REQUEST, OUR SHERIFF comb.
by an employee,
Rev.
E.
V.
HincVcliffe,
’
Athol,
Mass.
Counter Shop—Mr. F. M. Sever
L Park, Winter, and Grove Streets
Story and half cottage of seven played game at the play ground. Satur
AGAIN
Mr.
P.
H.
Garvin,
Boston,
Mass;
—Mrs. A. W. Mesorve.
ance.
Never fear the mirages .of dream .Mr. R. H. Bolster anti wife, Montrooms for sale at a bargain inquire day afternoon 13 ¿o 10.
Fletcher Street—Mrs. C. L. ■ Leatheroid—Mr. B. A. Smith. ,
of Mrs. B. P. Emery, Lower Kenhe- KENNEBUNK
ers; it is the rational measures that
The following, received by the Christie.
Papes Mill—W. T. Kilgore.
AB R BH TB PO A E are the wrench in the wheels of Vomery, Vt., Mr., H. A. G^ant,
bhhk.
Portland,
Me.
;
Mr.
Boyd
HoolloEnterprise,
explains
itself
to
the
Mechanic,, Parsons, and Bourne
Goodall Factory—Mri John Wat
Burke, If
3 Ö4 1 1- 0 Ó. 1 progress.
Voters
of
York
County.
Surely,
if
way,
Boston,
Mass.
;
Mrs.
B.
Bodie;
son.
Streets—Mrs. Carrie Emmons.
Young. 2b
5 3
2 1 1 0
Montreal,
and
Miss
Vera
Bodie;
it
is
the
‘
'desire
of
many
of
theWANTEp—Washings-and iron Waddington lb 5 2 0 0 6 ì) 3 The man who follows his appe
Dr. and Mrs. Cabot, Weehawken, voters”—enough of them to count,
ings. Reasonable prices. Tel. Coombs, c
5 2 3 4 10 1 1 tite is going to have a hard time N. J.: Miss Harriet L. Cabot, Mas Mr. Roberts will be our next county^
64-21.
'
'
3t. p. Davis, 3b
4 2 2 2 0 0 3 next month—he must fallow it a ter John Cabot. xand Miss Anna executive. And has he not earned
Lamontagne, ss 5 1 2 4 2 3 1 long way to satisfy its thirst. ,
Rockdale, all of Weehawken. N. J.; the consideration ? Werwill be lis
P. Nadeau, rf If 4 2 2 2 0 0 0
WANTED
The hope of the heavy-hearted, Mr. and Mrs. W. ,H. Hull, Boston, tening for the answer.
Silver, cf
0 0 3 0 0 the desire of the weary,—Peace. Mass.; Mr. Henry F. Berry, Au
,4
“Having been requested and urg
Anyone having for sale Antique Marshall, p ■ \ 4 Ó 1 2 1 2 0 And there are twenty-three wars gusta, Me.; Mr. F. W. Mitzky; Bos ed bymany of the voters and party
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo Tomlinson; r:f 3 1 J 3 æ 0 0 in session now, not counting the ton. Mass.
workers-in all parts of York county
Senate*of the U. S. A.
Miss Florence McDonald of Bos- to again become a candidate for
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Totals, 42 13 15 20 27 . 7 8
ton'who has been for some time at re-election to the office of sheriff,
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
In most religions it seems to be
end of the,wife down at the and believing that it is the desire
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact SANFORD
thought that the perpetuation of the
B. & M.. because of the sickness of Of many of the voters that I do’ so,
AB R BH TB PO A E
anything jin the Antique line. Any
the
joys*
of
this
world
—
including
one having articles to offer, call Costello, 3b
7 4 3 4 2 2 li the pleasures of affections and wor Central, because of the sickness of X shall be a candidate for renomi
or write.
Penell, 2b,
6 4 2 8 2 2 1 ship, áre the things men want Mr. H. H. Walsh, has, Mr. Walsh nation at' the primaries in. June,
6 1 2 2 13 1 í most. If we have learned anything is back on the iob agaim.accepted a 1920.
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE Harmon, c
Gannier, cf
6 1 3 3 1 1 0 here below, we know better than inosition with Dr. Faulkner at Vine
Haven A. Roberts,
BUNK, MAINE
land,.N. J. The Doctor is interestEnglish, 2b
5 0, 1 1 5 i s that. ,
Sanford, June 16, 1919. ,
iedLin
large
tracts
of
oil
land
at
Mardenary, 1 f 4 0 0 0 0 Ó i
HOME EMPLOYMENT
6 o 0 0 0 1 i • Except a small fraction made up Ranger, Texas,''is ini need of a
Michaud, ss
4 0 0 b O' 1 0 of English, Scotch, and Scandina bright mind and perfect with the
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleas Bernard. p_
ant, easy, well-paid work. For Dechaine, rf
4 Ò 1 1 0 0 0 vians, the population of the United Morse, and will use Miss McDonald
States speaks every language but for a time on a private wire in New
particulars address Phelps & Pink
York .City, after which she will
ham, Inc. 344 Anderson Street,
46 10 12 14 24' 9 8 the American. Like Grape Nuts—
spend the winter, we are informed,
“there’s a reason.”4
Portland, Me.
Jan. 8th -19 14t Score by innings
at Ranger where she will have im
1 2 3 4 5’ .6 7 8'9 P H E
GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.
We Americans like to exploit our mediate charge of the wells. For
Kennebunk 113 2 0 6 0 0 X 13 15 8 hospitality to the foreign pro létár- a few days Miss McDonald will be
Sanford
2 0 4 2 0 10 0 1' 10 12 8 iat—something as we exploited with friends in Portland, and will “QUALITY” Our Motto
Water Street,
Kennebunk, Maine
Th ree base hits, Lamontagne, Two them in the form of cheap labor. depart from there to New York.
base hits, Coombs, Marshall, Tomlim A sort of a Croesus and Choreman Miss Florence will-be remembered
239 Main-Street
son, Costello, Pjnell. First base on motto—“Every one for himself and with the most kindly feelings by a
balls, Marshal, 1; Bernard 1. Left on the Devil take the hindermost.”
number of good friends made at BIDDEFORD,
MAINE
bases, Kenpebunk, 6. Sanford, 8.
We always distrust the virtue of Kennebunk.
HARD WOOD FOUR FOOT Bernard, 7. Time 2 hours, 10 minutes. those who are too good to grapple
LENGTHS- PRICE $10.00 per cd. Umpire, Coleman. Scorer, Paul Na with the evil which corrupts the
GREEN AND DRY PINE SLABS deau,
world. Investigation has too often
FOUR FOOT LENGTH. PRICE
demonstrated that such owned the
$6-50 per cd.
houses in which the evil was most
DO YOU WANT THE BEST—
rampant.
ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE
' If You Buy A
DELIVERY, IN KENNEBUNK,
One of the best men the news
FOUNTAIN PEN?
KENNEBUNKPORT, AND CAPE
papers know has devoted his
PORPOISE.
■
wealth to the building of cheap
—AT— '
tenements for the poor—there is
COME IN AND SEE THE BEST—neither water nor air in these war
The Most Superior Plan
rens—but the rent is promptly
paid.
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.,
For Filling the
The biggest CELEBRATION in the (County
R. F. P, Nb. 1 or TELEPHONE 19
Don’t worry, if it really becomes
FOUNTAIN PEN.
Kennebunk,
Honors Given to thé Veterans of our Wars!
intolerable,—this music of the bolchevist, we can take the places of
Independance Day Glorified!
the musicians ourselves.' All we
’TIS DONE IN AN INSTANT—
have to do is to obey the conductor.
And You will see How the
Music Galore!
Three Large Bands!
Drum Corps!
We are not accusing the evils in
CONKLIN IMPROVED
Our American life; we are only
pointing them* out ; hoping that all
men will understand the cause and
IN THE SAME BARREL—
Mason Block'
Kennebunk
seek the remedy. We know they
Holds More Ink—Nor Leaks
Evenings by appointment.
will—not.
Water St., Biddeford
Oratory ! Fun ! ! Fireworks ! ! !
EVER.
Now going on
Telephone 49-3

Classified Ads
THE ENTERPRISE

Big Drive to be Made June 25th.

KENNEBUNK WINS

GardenSecds
of All Kinds at

1HE QlliriK

A. M. SEAVEY

FOR SALE

Fire Sale!

P.

i

In Biddeford and Saco

H. BELYEA

Dr Frederick R. Ferris.
Osteopath

Office Hours 9-4

SAM’S
PLACE
Everything in Hardware

MAGNIFICENT PARADES
An all day performance.

BEST VALUES—$2.50 or Better

ROOFING PAPER

The largest line in town at
prices

THE JEWELER.

25J Plain St,s Biddeford

Ready Mixed Paints
Garden Tools "
SAM’S PLACE
Water St., Riddeford

Spend the Fourth

Cóme early and stay late! ' Enjoy yourself!
Join the Parade!

Larrabee DepartmentStore

Enter the Contests!

Swell the Crowd
Full program published next week.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

LOWER VILLAGE

George Emery returned from
Trull hospital last Saturday whith
er he had been taken for treatment
ten. days previously.
Arundel Lodge, No. 76, F. & Aj
M^, wlil attend divine service on
Sunday at the Congregational
church upon Invitation of the pas
tor, Rev. Henry R. McCartney.
Bertha, young daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Wells, who has
been. so seriously ill is now show
ing indications of improvement
which aH her friends hope will con
tinue.
Andrew Warner is in the Edge
comb market for the summer.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Mon
day July 7th for an all day session
with Mrs. E. A. Goodwin oh the
Kennebunk Road.

CAPE PORPOISE

The York County Conference of; Baker, James Pratt, KennebunkAn ex?)tertainment was given in Mass., arrived at the home of Mrs.
the Adventist denomination was port,
r H.
~ A. Merrill, North Adams,
the church by the Ladies Aid last Barter’s daughter, Mrs. Sidney
held at the A- C. Church beginning G. F. Haires, Concord, N. H., Wilr
Thursday evening, the program in-1 Thompson, on Monday of this week
Thursday, evening and closing1 liam Glidden, Ossipie, N. H.
eluding vocal solos, readings etc., I At the Sunday morning service,
Sunday evening. The preaching Robert Mitchell was home fronj
Ice Cream was on sale in the ves- the pastor, the Rev. Norman W.
was timely and profitable. Busi Portsmouth^ a few days the past
try both afternoon and evening.1 Lindsay spoke from the text foun/d
ness sessions were held for the week.
There were readings by the pastor,1 in Acts 4:13. “Now, when they
churches Saturday morning and Mrs. Jennie Johnson of So. Wind
Rev. Norman W. Lindsay, Luther saw the boldness of Peter and John,
for the Sunday Schools a short time ham, Mrs. Sterling of Peak’d
’Emerson, Mrs. Albert Moody, Miss they marveled, and they took knowl
Saturday afternoon the rest of the Island and Mr. and Mrs. Pinkham
Frances Dow and Caroline Landry.! edge of them that they had been
afternoon being devoted to a pro of Boston were guests of Rev. and
Vocal solo were given by Mrs. Ly-' with Jesus.” the subject being “The
gramme arranged by Mrs. Percy i Mrs. E. A. Goodwin the past week.
man Huff, Miss Frances Dow and Contact That Transforms.”
Googins Sec. which consisted, of • Mrs. Jennie McClellan of West
Miss Elizabeth Nunan, Mrs. Ralph I He said that the influence of one
two excercises by the intermediate brook and Miss Elizabeth Davis of
Perkins and Miss Sadie Nunan ac- personality upon another could not
grade of girls—A duet by primary So. Eliot visited Mr. and Mrs. B.
companists. Ten dollars free of ¡be measured, but that the effects
scholars and one from the senior P. Emery last week.
were unmistakable. A man may
expense was taken.
grade, and an address by Rev. H.
Mr. W. H. Jackson celebrated his
Rev. S. E. Leech joined his wife or may not be truly known by the
A. Mitehell of North Adams all be 86th birthday, on Thursday. His
at their cottage here last week, company he keeps, but the conipany
ing of an excellent character. The many friends remembered him in
making the auto trip on Saturday he keeps will affect his-manhood.
Sunday School on Sunday 'was held a substantial way. He is among
While ¿he effects of influence are
to their home in Farmington.
at the regular time but instead of the oldest of the town and a very
not always perceptible, there is,
All
three
Packard
cpttages
have
A
Grand
Gold
medal
contest
was
the lesson a talk was given to the active man. He has planted a
notwithstanding- this fact, the
been
taken
by
summer
people.
held
in
the
Baptist
church
on
Fri

children by Mrs. A. W. Taylor of large garden as is his usual cus
other fact, that in every commu
day
evening
of
last
week.
All
of
Wilbur
Coit,
now
a
teacher
in
Bridgton. A delegation from Bid tom arid takes eager interests in
nity there are illustrative examples
the
schools
of
Nova
Scotia,
was
in
thé
contestants
did
excellent
work;
deford swelled the afternoon ser all the events of the day. May he
of those whose lives have been
It
is
hoped
that
a
contest
for
a
Dia

town
this
week.
He
has
sold
his
vice and listened to a stirring dis see many more birthdays is the
changed. The careless and flipp
summer
cottage
here
to
parties
in
mond
medal
will
be
held
at
the
course by Dr. A. W. Taylor of wish of those who know him.
ant lives have becbme earnest. The
State
Convention
in
Rockland
;
and
Massachusetts.
Bridgton. In the evening the last
Mrs. Gertrud© Littlefield who
selfish lives have become sacrifice
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Day
of
the
winner
of
last
Friday
evening
address was given by Rev. H. A. has been visiting Mr. A. Littlefield
i^g, and lives that have been brok
MitcheU of North Adams, Mass.,1 and family has returned to her ^11 be edible to be a participant Kennebunk spent a part of last en and marred have been madb
in
that.
JFollowing
is
the
program
week
at
their
cottage
here.
On
who is visiting his native town. At home in Worcester.
Friday they entertained the La whole again. When the cause for
the close of this excellent sermon
The Robinson Express has in Scripture Reading and Prayer
these transformations is sought, it
an appeal was made to sinners-and creased in business to such an ex
Rev. F. H. Pratt dies’ Aid of Kennebunk thje gentle will be found to have been generat
men
being
present
in
the
evening.
several came forward for prayers tent that Mr. Charles H. Robinson • Solo—“If I Were a Voice”
Private parties have been cort- ed by the- life of the Man of Galilee.
and renewed consecration. The has purchased another new and j
Mrs. Lettie Towne
sidering
the occupancy eof the It has been as sure as the law of
following ministers were in attend larger truck. . They how have two i “A Joy Ride in the Water Wagon”
Stone
Haven
for the season, but its cohessjon by which heat travels
ance T. J. Coolbroth, Waterville, trucks plying between Portland,
Miss Addie Moulton acceptance has
The
not been reported. from molecule, to molecule.
Me., Dsr. A. W. Taylor and wife, W. Kennebunk and Kennebunkport.
“Americanization”
transforming^ power has been tran
“
The
Inn
”
has
been
taken
for
the
(Mertor.«Snow, Bridgton, J. A. Nic
Mr. ai>d Mrs. Wilbur Barker of Solo—“The Old Well”
smitted through the lives of men
hols, Biddeford, Hiram Mains, So. Saco were guests of Mrs. C. H.
Mr. Herbert Luques summer.
and women, boy and girls whose
Mrs.
M.
F.
Leach
who
has
been
Portland, A. M. Blanchard, West Robinson last week.
“The Defense of the Alamo”
lives have had a contact with the
brook, L; A. Wentworth, Kezar . Miss Doris Taylor of Boston was
Miss Elsie Wood Spinney spending a short time at her cot redeeming personality of Christ.
tage
here,
left
the
Cape
Saturday
Falls, A. Kent, Portland, E. A. a visitor at her grandmother’s “Memories of the Civil.War”
True refinement has come to
Goodwin, Henry Coolbroth, T. P. Mrs. W. H. Emery on Tuesday.
Marjorie Groah for her home in Lawrence, Mass. “unlearned and ignorant” men.
The
cottage
has
been
taken
for
the
¡Solò— John. Barleycorn Good Bye
The passive virtues , of gentleness
Mrs. Towne season by William Fuller of Bos and self control have come to im
ton,
Mass.
“Our Country”
Edward Robinson and family of petuous natures such as Peter.
Judges retire.
Metheuen,
Mass., spent the week The active virtues, such as courage
‘fOur Flag” by our latest Medal
end
at
their
cottage, making the and aggressiveness have come to
winner—Dorothy-Emery.
reserved natures such as John.”
trip
by
auto.
Decision of judges and awarding
The King’s Herald’s are enjoy
Miqs
Elizabeth
Nunan
began
of medal.
ing their Sunday afternoon meet
clerking
at
the
PostOffice
this
America
(By the audience)
ings with Mrs. I, H. Packard at 4.30
Judges,” Mrs. Margaret Deland, week.
in the vestry.
William
Jennison
will
not
open
i
Mrs. Frank J Pratt, . Mr. Abbott
The change of time on the At Miss May Emery has returned Graves^
his blacksmith shop here this sum
lantic Shore Line, which went into from attending the Commencement As chairman of judges Mr. mer, but will remain in Glen, N. H.,
The Langsfôrd House began to
effect on Sunday, renders a much exercises; her brother Chadbourne Graves awarded the medal to Miss Where he has employment.
réceive guests earlier in thé sea
better service to the people of the being one of the graduates this Marjorie Groah, a pupil from South
Mrs. Mary Barter and daughter, son. than is usual. Às has long
section.
spring.
Miss-Rena Barter of Gloucester, been the case with this popular
Berwick Academy.

Medal Contest

KENNEBUNKPORT

house engagements of rooms prom M. Ind Mrs. W. H. Doty, Somer
ise a full house during the summer. ville, Mass.
The following named guests are
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Thoippsonr
already registered :T—
Brighton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Fuller, Brigh
Professor S. H. Woodbridge and
ton,'Mass.
wife, Washington, D. C./
Miss M. Fuller, Brighton, Mass.
.Miss Helen Woodbridge, Mt.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Monroe,-Brigh
Holyoke College.
Professor G. P. Baxter and wife^ ton, Mass.
Mr. Wm. J. Monroe, Miss E. G.
Miss Betty Baxter, Cambridge;
Monroe, Brighton, Mass.
Mass. '
Miss E. B. Watson, Brighton,
Mrs. J. E. Sylvester, Cambridge,
Mass.
Mass.
Mr, and Mrs. A. C. Freeman,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farquhar^
Boston, Mass.
Providence, R. I.
Miss Majorie Freeman, New
Mr. D. M. Goodbridge, Boston,
Mass.
York City.
j
Daniel M. Goodbridge, Jr., Bos Miss Josephine Walker, Concord,
ton, Mass.
N. H.
Mrs. Wm. Bruaxon, Plainfield,
Miss Gräce E. Packard, Boston,
Mass., . x
: |N, J.
Mr. Albrö A. Osgood and wife,' Mr. Henry Bruaxon, Freeport, N.
Y.
Boston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. C; H. Knight, Bos Thè Chipman Cottage at the
“Point,” Cape Porpoise, will be oc
ton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H.- Ward, Mal cupied by Professor Gregory P.
Baxter and family, of Cambridge,
den, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Packard, Bel Mass., during thè summer.
The béautiful garden of. Miss
mont, Mass.
Nellie Pinkham is truly a ‘Thing of
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Whitney, Bel- Beauty
’ at present, She is an ar
Mass.
dent flower lover and her success
Mrs. C. A. CowlJ, Gardner, Masä. is commendable. “Why, Oh Why.”
Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Daiger, are there not more flowers grown
Newton, Mass.
at the Cape?

WILDES DISTRICT

Mr. Seward Eldredge has pur
chased the house formerly • owned
by Mr. McKenney and is moving in
this week.

Mr. Edward Wildes was a Port
land .visitor Sunday.
KENNEBUNKPORT
Mr. Chas. Johnson of Portland
spent the week end with his family
George Emery Jr., son of Mr. and
at the Creek.
Mrs. Robert Wildes and Mrs. Mrs, Geo. Emery who-has been at
the
Trull Hospital returned home
Loren Griffin were Biddeford visi
this week.
tors Thursday.
Miss Edna Wells is expected
Mr. Orrin Wildes of Portland is
home from, overseas sometime in
visiting relatives here.
July.
Messrs. Ernest Nunan and Clif The picnic had to be postponed
ford Wildes of Portsmouth spent until
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Brody & Dunn Co., Leading Clothing Manufacturers sold to us their surplus Spring and Summer stocks at a sacrifice for our cash offer. Our Mr. Ross
while in New York last week negotiating for the stock has also purchased for cash a great stock of Men sand Boys Furnishings, Hats and Caps way
below the market value. Here is a great opportunity knocking at your door. Take advantage, you all know that merchandise is going up every day.
Our store is too small to accommodate this great stock, therefore we are offering this stock at almost half price of the original value.

As we found it very hard to take care of the crowd at
Our Sale, we have made arrangements to keep open
Monday, Thursday and Friday Evenings Until 9 p. m.
Saturday 11 p. m. to accommodate everybody.

Underwear & Furnishing
$1.00 Balbriggan Underwear
........................ 79c
2 piece $1.00 B. V. D.’........ ..................... ,............... 49c
$1.75 Sealpack Union Suits
.......................... $1.29
$1.25 Balbriggan Union Suits .....................
79c
$1.50 Jersey Union Suits ........................................ $1.15
$2.00 'fine Union Suits ............... v....... $1.39
$2.50 fine Union Suits .................
$1.78
25c Hose ... „22...................
19c
35c Ipswich Hose .........................
.. 21c
50c Silk Hose............................ 39c, 3 pairs for $1.10
75c Silk Hose ■ . .1..................................................... 49c
50e Silk Hose, seconds, black and white ........ 29c
35c Boston Garter................................. ......... .-■<■..... 19c
50c and 75c President Braces ................
39c
50c Police Braces .........................................
39c
$1.50 Night Shirts ..............
95c
$2.00 Pajamas...............................
$1.49
$2.50 Pajamas .............................
$1.95
$4.00 Genuine Soisette Pajamas............................$2.89
$4.00 Silk Shirts, collar attached............................$1.75

Boys’ Wear
$10.00 Khaki sailor suits .......................
$6.98
$6.00 Suits
$4.35
$7.50 Suits............................................................ $5.65
$9.75 Suits..................................
7.65
$12.50 all wool Suits ....... J..:
........ $9.45
$15.00 Suits, the finest obtainable
.......... $10.95
One lot Sample Suits of the fines goods, value
up to $22.00 .................................................... $12.85
Juvenile Suits, value up to $5.00, to clear up .. $2.75
Boys’ Suits, value up to $6.75.............
$3.95
Good $1.00 pants..............................%.................... 69c
Good. $1.50 pants.......................
$1.19
Good $2.00 parts .......................
$1.39

Sale Begins Friday Morning, June 20, 9 A. M.
And Will Last Until Saturday, June
Good $2.50 pants .............................................
$L89
Good$3.00pants ............................................
$2.39
$1.00 Bell Blouses..............................................
79c
65c and 50c Blouses .........................................
38c
25c Boys’ Hose........ .'............................................. 19c
45c Hose, all sizes..................................................... 33c
59c heavy Boys’ Hose.......................................
49c

Straw Hats
50c Straw hats................ '..................... a. .J
.. 35c
$1.00 Straw hats ................... :..............
69c
$1.50 Straw hats ...................................................
95c
$5.00 all wool Bathing Suits................................ $3.45
$2.00 Cotton Bathing Suits.................................... $1.39
$6.50 heavy Bathing Suits......................................$3.95

All Wool Men’s Suits
(This is the only kind we carry.)
One lot of Suits, if made today would cost $18 to $25.
They were made last Summer, good conservative
styles. Sale Price............................................... $10.65
All- our $18.00 Suits including waist lines .... $13.65
All our $22.50 Suits, in all the latest styles .... $16.85
AH our $25.00 Suits, in all the latest styles .... $19.65
AH our $27.50 Suits, in all the latest styles .... 22.45
All our $30.00 Suits, in all the latest styles .... $24.85
AH our $35.00 Suits, in all the latest styles
$28.85
AH our $40.00 Suits, in all the latest styles .... $32.00
One lot of model suits, value up to $50 Sale Price
..........................................................
$39.75
Odd Coats of broken Suits that sold for $18 to $35.
Sale price .........................................
$5.95 and 9.95
Odd vests of the same suits............ $1.95 and $2.45

Greatest Bargains Ever Offered
$2.95 and $2.45 Pants. Sale price................ .. .. $1.85
$3.45 Pants. Sale price ...................................... $2.45
$3.95 Pants. Sale price.......................................... $2.85
$4.95 Pants, including Sergers...................... .. $3.25
$6.00 all wool Pants............................................... $4.85
$7.50 all wool Pants. Sale price ..................
$5.95
$10.00 and $12.50 Suiting Pants made of remnants.
Sale price ............................................................. $7.65
$10.00 white pure serge Pants .............. $7.95

Hats and Caps
One lot Caps that sold for $1.00 .............................. 65c
One lot Caps that sold for $1.50 .........
95c
One lot Caps that sold for $2.00............................$1.49
One lot odds and ends, value up to $1.00 .............. 49c
$4.00 fine straw Hats.............................................. $2.69
$4.00 Panama Hats........................... .......... $2.45
$7.50 fine Panama Hats........................ •. $4.95
A lot of hats, value up to $4.00.......................... •. $1.95
A lot of Hats, value up to $2.50.............
$1.95
A lot of Hats, value up to $2.50............................ $1.39
A lot of Hats, value up to $2.00 .........
95c

We Must Limit the Quantities
On The Following Articles
$2.50 Bailroad Overalls, the best obtainable .... $1.49
(Only 2 to a customer)
$1.50 Stifel Overalls .........................
96c
(Only 2 to a. customer)
$1.25 heavy Work shirts, including black satteen and

drill......... ......................... L-.................. ••••• 79c
(Only 2 to a customer)
95c Nainsook Union Suits.......... . ......................... 59c
(Only 4 to a customer)
15c Columbia Hose ...............
9c
(Only 6 prs. to a customer)
$1.00 Balbriggan and Ribbed Union Suits ...... 79c
(Only 2 to a customer)
65c Balbriggan Underwear .................................. 39c
(Only 2 to a customer)
$2,50heavy Khaki Pants .. . .................
$1.49’
(Only 2 to a customer)

Shirts! Shirts! _
$1.50 Khaki Pants, light weight................................85c
$1.00 Sport Shirts... .*........................
69c
$1.00 Dress Shirts...................................................... 69c
$1.50 Shirts ...................................................
95c
$2.00 Shirts ........................................................... $1.59
$3.00 fine Fibre Shirts.......... . ...................
$2.15
$4.00 Dress Shirts ................................................. $2.95
All other Shirts reduced accordingly

Goodrich Raincoats
$10.00 Coats, waranteed rainproof .... ................... $7.50
$15.00 Coats, warranted rainproof................ .. $11.65
$18.00 Coats, warranteed rainproof.................... $13.50
$22.00 Coats, including leather............................ $15.85

Neckwear
50c Ties .............................................................
39c
65c Ties.........................................................................46c
$1.00 Ties ..............
69c
$1.50 Ties..................................................................... 95c.
$2.00 Ties .....................................
$1.39

Remember we have mentioned only a few of our Bargains. To enumerate them all would take three times as much space. If you wish to save money you must give us a call. We stand
good for every article sold by us, as we replace anything sold by us that didn’t wear to your satisfaction.
We are going to ask you to come in the middle week days if possible, as it is im
possible for us to take care of the crowd Saturdays. We are open Monday, Thursday and Friday evenings to be able to serve everybody that wishes to take advantage of this great sale.
Everything in Men’s and Boys’ wear reduced.
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